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Swmwøry

The Power System Research Group at the U of M has been developing a DSP based relay hard-

ware. Numerous algorithms have already been written and proved on this hardware' The thesis

focuses on improving the performance of the quadrilateral distance relay running on the hard-

ware. An adaptive transmission line distance relay, referred to as the PT relay, is proposed in this

thesis. The research includes the software modelling of the PT relay, PSCAD/EMTDC simula-

tions, as well as hardware tests of the PT relay. An alternative hardware platform based on a Pen-

tium is investigated and compared to the DSP hardware'

The thesis enhances the quadril ateral distance relay by adding some adaptive features' The new

contributions of this work are as follows:

1). It allows the dynamic expansion of the quadrilateral characteristics and separate feature for the

resistive and reactive expansion'

2.) It alrows the direction erement of the relay to control the expansion of the quadrilateral charac-

teristics.

3). It allows the dynamic expansion of the quadrilateral to be viewed in the MATLAB model run-

ning in the PSCAD/EMTDC'

4). It presents a way to control the quadril aterul characteristics expansion according to the fault

type by using the phase selection logic'

5). It allows a new platform board based on a Pentium to be compared with the present DSP plar

form.

6). It demonstrates the advantage in the speed and selectivity of the PT reiay over the conven-

tional.Mho relay and quadrilateral relay'
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Lists af, tke syrnbols ira the thesis

ct,cz, and cr: the coefficients which are used in the sr signal composition.

DE: direction element.

DI: directional impedance element.

Dir I fault direction signal.

E^ and 8,,; source voltage.

Fl: the fault point of the reverse fault.

F2: the fault point of the forward point,

I'Iz,I0: the positive sequence, negative sequence, andzero sequence current

IE: the impedance element.

ro: thephase current.

L: the phase conductor inductance.

LI: load impedance element.

K'. the zero sequence compensation coefficient.

M: the mutual inductance between the phase conductors.

Mode: one of the signals to control the characteristics of the PT relay.

PS: the phase selection element.

PSII: positive sequence incremental impedance.

PT relay: the relay proposed in this thesis.

Relay: the word to describe the power system protective device.

Àri the ground line resistance.

R,r a computed quantity for the PT relay characteristics.

Rtt the phase conductor resistance.

^st,,s2 : the two inputs of the Mho relay.

uo(t),uu1t),u"(t) , ioG),ib(t),i"(t): the instantaneous value of the three phase voltage and cur-

rent.

ua,ub,uc, 1,', Ib, Ic: three phase voltage and current in phasor form.



uort the phase A to ground voltage.

u"þt the cross polarized voltage.

ut the voltage across the fault resistance.

u^þtt the memory polarized positive sequence voltage.

uø, the phase voltage.

zo,,t the directional impedance.

zt¿i the load impedance.

z, and z,: source impedance.

z, zz, z0: the positive sequence, negative sequonce, and zero sequence impedance.

z¿¡,1 the measured directional impedance.

z*i the measured impedance.

Mtt the positive sequence incremental current.

LUl: the positive sequence incremental voltage.

þobt,þonz,þr"r,þn,r,ö"o1, ö"o2: the quantity used to select the fault phase.

S4, Sg, Sg, S4g, 596, and Sg4: the phase selection signal.

vtddir,vtdkr: direction impedance availabile signal, and load impedance available signal.
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Chapten l. Introductiom

Electrical power distribution systems were first introduced toward the end of the last century. In
comparison to today's systems, they were relatively simple, usually consisting of small generating

stations that provided the needs of their immediate vicinities. As demand increased, larger sys-

tems were introduced and it became necessary to effectively protect both the electrical equipment

and the continuity of supply.

Two separate instances of widespread system failure demonstrated that inadequate protection was

in place. The first failure occurred in Britain in the winter of 1963[9], when an already heavily

loaded system was subjected to a sudden increase in demand, coinciding with the simultaneous

endings of separate programmes on both available television channels. The loss of a transmission

line in the south-east of England led to overloads on other feeders in that area, which in tum were

tripped out by their overload devices. Sequential trþing continued until sufficient load had been

rejected for the remaining feeders to carry what little remained. The south-eastem area suffered a

power cut lasting several hours while thatpart of the system was gradually reconnected. The sec-

ond such failure occurred in November, 1965, in the CANUSEIl5] system on the eastern sea-

board of North America. A backup relay trþped out a heavily loaded, but healtþ line which was

one of several carrying power to the Toronto load area from the generating complex at Niagara.

Its load was transferred to parallel feeders which tripped out and isolated the Toronto load areia

from its main source ofpower. The Ontario Hydro system was left with a net deficit of generation,

and the Niagara Mohawk Power Corporation to the south with an excess of generation. Both sys-

tems gradually disintegrated: one due to a lack of power and the other due to a power surge. The

southem system, including New York city, took about twelve hours to rebuild.

1.1. The transmission line protection

The widely scattered and numerous substations and generating plants are connected by transmis-

sion lines into a vast network. The direct benefit of these connections is to enable the transfer of
electric power from the producer to the consumer across regions. For this rsason, the proper func-

tioning of a modem power system is heavily dependent upon the healthy operation of the trans-



mission lines within it.

When today's EHV and UHV transmission lines, (generally 132 KV or above) are exposed to

treacherous weather, they are very likely to be subject to faults. Insulator failure may result in
short circuits among phases and ground conductors. A lightning strike may break down the die-

lectric between phases and cause a short circuit between the phase and the ground conductors via
arcing. A fault occurring on the transmission line might subsequently lead to a collapse at the sys-

tem level if it were improperly handled.

The first relays used to handle line faults were either over-current or under-voltage detectors. As

power demand and the resultant system complexity increased, these too were found to be lacking.

The classic example used to demonstrate this is the case of two generators providing power to a

common load. When a fault on one generator prevents it from supplying current, the second gen-

erator provides not only the load current but also the fault current for the first generator. The pro-

tection on the second generator would then operate and the supply would be lost. Even worse, if
there were other supply points, the faulted generator would still be connected.

Further development produced more selective relays, designed to protect particular pieces of
equipment. The relays' main consideration became whether a fault existed on the immediate piece

of equipment which was being protected. Only in cases of protection failure would they be

required to trip for faults on other parts of the system. This thesis is concerned with aspects of one

such relay: the distance relay.

Distance relaying is now a well established technique for protecting power transmission lines

against electrical fault conditions. By monitoring the line voltage and current as measured at the

relaying point, the distance relay compares the system impedance with a pre-set reference repre-

senting the impedance of the protected line, and decides whether or not a fault condition exists on

that line. If a fault is detected, the relay output provides instruction to the relevant circuit isolation

equipment to disconnect the faulted section. Fig.1.l is a typical power system protective relay for

UHV and EHV transmission line.
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Figure 1.1 . The Transmission Line protective Relav.

The relay's decision to trip is made if the impedance measured by the relay is less than the total

line impedance. Under most fault conditions the fault impedance is not simply that of the line up

to the fault point, but also includes both arc and earth impedances which lie within the protected

area of the impedance diagram and contain all the probable fault impedance associated with the

protected line. This area is the trip or polar characteristic for the relayl 1 5I .

Trip characteristics are chosen to provide fault clearance for all possible fault conditions on the

protected line, but not to include impedances resulting from faults on the associated circuits or

abnormal operating conditions, and to optimize the relay technique used.

1.2. The conventional distance relav

For the distance relay, the measured impedance of the faulty phase element is expected to be the

actual impedance involved in the fault loop. Since the distance relay works according to the

length of the faulty line, it can monitor an effectively fixed reach in a variety of system configura-

tions. This is the characteristic that makes the distance relay a favourite in the EHV and UHV line

protection schemes.



Figure 1.2.The Measured Impedance in the Fault Loop.

Figure 1.2 shows a fault on the transmission line and the measured impedance within the fault

Ioop. 2, is the actual impedance in the fault loop and t, is the length of transmission line in the

fault loop. z, equals the product of the impedance per length unit(a complex constant), and Lr. 2,

keeps a constant impedance angle cr on the impedance plane.

Two types of distance relay characteristics are widely used in the protection of transmission lines.

They are the Mho characteristic and the quadrilaterul characteristic. Immediately following is a

brief introduction of their features durins fault.

1.2.1. The Mho distance relav

A popular trip characteristic is the Mho circle. The Mho characteristic is the inversion of a

straight line "ohm" characteristic with respect to the origin[9]. The Mho relay generally takes in

two phasor signals as its inputs. The Mho relay typicalty compares the phase angle and trips onþ

when the angle diflerence is within a specifrc range. The Mho rclay can also be implemented by

comparing the phasor amplitudes. Fig. 1.3 shows a power system in which the Mho samples the

voltage at the busbar and current from the line it is protecting.

Developed in the early i930's, the Mho circle was found to be better suited to long transmission

lines than the then popular conventional reactance and impedance characteristics. It was found to

be less susceptible to trip on power swings or on reverse fault on associated phases. Due to a



tighter fit around the possible fault area, ithad an immunity to load encroachment. The Mho char-

acteristic has several advantages: the first, the Mho characteristic can provide a closed characteris-

tic covering the fault zone with one comparator while the quadrilateral relay needs two

comparators; the second practical advantage is that the Mho circle combines functions of both

directional and measuring relays, and therefore the protection requires only one relay element.

The characteristics of the Mho relay are somewhat adaptive during the fault. In f,gure 1.3, a fault

at F2 represents a forward fault and at Fl a reverse fault. For a forward fault, the protection zone

is the inner area of circle b before the fault and transforms into the inner area of circle a atthe ini-
tiation of the fault. The measured impedance of the Mho relay is located in the first quadrant of
the impedance plane. For a reverse fault, the protection zone is the inner area of circle b before the

fault and transforms into the inner area of circle c at the initiation of the fault. The measured

impedance of the Mho relay is located in the third quadrant of the impedance plane. In this way,

the Mho relay can have a large trip zone for the forward fault which enhances its identifying abil-

ity during forward fault and reduces its misoperation opporfunity during a reverse fault.

F2 fault F1 fault

Figure 1.3. Behaviour of the Mho Relay.

1.2.2 Tlne quadrilateral distance relay

With the expansion of power supply networks, an even tighter fitting characteristic than that of the

Mho circle has become desirable. Examining the anticipated fault areas for long and short lines,

busbar



Rushton and Humpagef15] demonstrated the limitations of the Mho circles. This is illustrated in
fr'g.I. , where it is shown that for very long lines, the Mho circle includes too great a fault arca,

and that for a short line, it fails to include a proportion of the anticipated fault area.In both cases

the anticipated fault area approximates to a quadrilateral shape. For such a situation, a quadrilat-

eral characteristic is preferable to the Mho circle.
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Figure 1.4. Possible Fault Impedance & Mho Circle.

The quadrilateral distance relay has a quadrilateral trip zone. When the measured impedance of
the relay locates in its trip zone, itwill trip.

X..3. trmproving the performance of the quadrilateral relay

Although the quadrilateral relay fits a possible fault more tightly, it is slower in a fault. Figure 1.5

shows the Mho relay and the quadrilateral relay's characteristics in the impedance plane, as well

as the impedance locus obtained during a forward fault in the power system simulation. The

impedance locus traverses into the trip zone of the relay in the horizontal direction. In such a case,

the Mho relay gives a faster trip than the quadrilatenl relay.
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Figure 1.5. Relay Characteristics & Impedance Locus.

In addition to the disadvantage of lesser response speed, the inadequacy of the quadrilater al relay

in the presence of series compensation is evident. When a capacitor is installed in front of the

quadrilateral relay, the relay measures a capacitive impedance in a forward fault. If the relay is set

to trip this fault, the relay will misoperate in the reverse close in fault(in the worst case, the

impedance is zero).

However, a quadrilateral characteristic does have a tighter fit with possible fault impedance in non

series compensated cases. This nature makes it less likely to misoperate than Mho characteristics.

With most electrical supply equipment, it is possible to mitigate the effects of electrical faults,

notably the short circuit, simply by disconnecting the faulty equipment as quickly as possible.

This ensures that system stability is maintained, unfaulty circuits are not interfered with and that

the fault current causes the minimum destruction

This thesis proposes a new adaptive quadrilateral relay to improve the quadrilateral relay's

response in a fault. In subsequent chapters, this relay is termed "PT relay" short for the Power

-60



Towe¿ the place where it was created.

1.4. The tools used Ín the thesÍs

Impedance
Computation
Block

Figure 1.6. The Existing Digital Relay Strucfure.

Figure 1.6 demonstrates the existing software model of the digital relay af the start of this

projectl4Tl. Starting from this point, the PT relay specific components will be added into the soft-

ware model. The additions include load impedance element, phase selection element, adaptive

zone control algorithm. To test the PT relay components, Fortran models of the PT relay will be

Signal Sampler

Band Pass Filter

64 points per cycle

8 points per cycle

Local
Binarv ¡emote
Signal signal



developed. To demonstrate the adaptive feature, a MATLAB software model embedded in the

PSCADÆMTDC simulation wilt be created. The PT relay perforïnance in the EHV singte trans-

mission line and double transmission line fault is evaluated in this chapter. Finally, the pT relay

algorithm is implemented in two hardware applications.

PSCAD is a graphical user interface, providing a very flexible interface to the electromagnetic

transients simulation software EMTDC. EMTDC is the library of power system component mod-

els and procedures which constitutes the simulation software. Together, these two software pack-

ages are referred to as "PSCADÆMTDC" and the combination allows the engineer to set up and

run a wide variety of power system simulation.

MATLAB is an integrated technical computing environment that combines numeric computation,

advanced graphics and visualization, and a high-level programming language.

TMS320 DSP is a microprocessor developed by the Texas Instrument for real time application.

Pentium is a microprocessor developed by Intel. TMS320 and Pentium are used as the microproc-

essors of the hardware application.

Figure 1.7. The TMS320 DSP Relay Apparatus.

Figure 1.7 shows the TMS320 DSP relay apparatus. The left hand part of the figure is the relay

which is an industrial grade PC with an embedded TMS320 board. The right hand part of the fig-

ure shows the286 motherboard with a number of vertical plug in boards including the DSP board.

Playback(RTP) is a relay test package developed by the Manitoba HVDC Research Center. Play-



back along with conditioning amplifiers can produce the secondary side voitage and current based

on the input file.

. 0 50 100 _{.05 o o.o5

The left hand part of the figure a¡e three phase impedance
trajectories and relay trip logic signals and direction ele-
ment trip signal. This is recorded by the field relay in a
reverse fault. The right hand part of the figure is the meas-
ured directional impedance and direction element trip
zone(see chapter 3).

400 500

Figure 1.8. The Reverse Field Fault Case on Dorsey-Forbes 500KV System.

Figure 1 .8 demonstrates a case from the Dorsey-Forbes 500KV system[1] ptior to the start of this

thesis. A practical PT relay is installed at the Dorsey end of the 500KV line from Dorsey to

Forbes. The relay is not connected to the breaker but serves as a test bed in which new alsorithms

developed in the research can be run with real input waveforms from the 500KV line. ThJ relay is

linked to the Power Tower in the U. of M. by modem.

directional impedance

10
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The left hand part of the figure is the field relay's phase-
ground impedance trajectories, trip logic signals, and direc-
tional impedance, The right hand part ofthe figure is the pro-
posed relay's phase-ground impedance trajectories, trip logic
signals, and directional impedance.

Figure 1.9. The Forward Field Fault Case on Dorsey-Forbes 500KV System.

Figure 1.9 is a forward case recorded by the field relay. The field relay is a quadrilateral relay

which has a trip zone shown in the figure. In the field relay, the trip signal is gated by the direc-

tional element(Dir). In this fault, when the measured impedance of phase B comes into the trip

zone, the directional element has dropped down, so the relay is not tripped in the forward fault.

Improvements are therefore required in the relay perforrnance.

1.5. .dn overview of the remaining chapters of thÍs thesis

Chapter 2 presents the introduction of the basic power system protective relay theory.

Chapter 3 introduces the PT relay principle.

Chapter 4 presents the simulation cases to investigate the direction impedance element.

Chapter 5 presents the simulation cases to verify the components of the PT relay.

Chapter 6 presents the simulation cases to verify PT relay.

Chapter 7 presents a method to evaluate a relay's behaviour using an accurate software model.

Chapter 8 presents two hardware applications of the PT relay.

Chapter 9 presents the conclusion of the thesis and future work.

1l



Chapter 2. Overview of the ÐÍstamce R.elav

This chapter consists of a discussion of the theory of the measurement of fault impedance, the

Mho relay's characteristics, the quadrilateral relay's characteristics, and finally, the principle of
the PT relay. It is general practice to employ two sets of relay elements to protect a transmission

line. One set of three relay elements is connected to protect against phase-phase faults, while the

other set is connected to protect against phase-ground faults. All six elements measure simultane-

ously and discriminate between faulted and healtþ phases. This chapter confines its analysis to

the case of the relays described above.

2.1. The measurement of the fault impedance

The measurement of impedance is essential if the distance relay is to safeguard the transmission

line by evaluating the relationship between its trip zone and the location of its perceived imped-

ance in the impedance plane. For a single lumped impedance object, the impedance value can be

obtained by dividing the voltage across it by the current through it. However, atypicalpower sys-

tem is a three phase system with mutual coupling among phases. Due to the mutual coupling

among three phases, all three phase currents contribute to the voltage across a segment of line

conductor. The resultant measurement of line impedance is more complicated than the lumped

impedance model. Beneath the complexity of measurement lies the actual workings which will be

analysed in the remainder of this section.

Figure 2.1 illustrates a typical power system with two sources, modelled with ideal voltage

sources, and a three phase transmission line, modelled with lumped parameters. Analysis will

focus on the segment of transmission line from the left hand busbar to point F. The resistance is

identical in the conductor of each phase and is represented by R,. The resistance of the ground line

is represented by nr. The inductance is identical in the conductor ofeach phase and is represented

by t, andthe mutual inductance is identical for any two lines and is represented by u . The instan-

taneous current through the line of each phase is represented by ia7), ib1), Ìc(t) and the instanta-

t2



Figure 2.1. 
^ 

Typical Power System.

neous voltage is represented by uoe), uu(t) , u"(t) .

Equation 2.1 describes the relationship among the voltages, currents, and impedance.

In the fundamental phase domain, equation 2.1 is transformed into equation 2.2 tn which three

phase currents and voltages are represented by: Ia,Ib,Ic and Lto,u,Lr" inphasor form.

Yr)= [';;"^,1"^, ;; l[;;] .,^liyfll| 22

luÅ L ^, R, n,+nJ[ LM M M]|gc)

By applying the abc-120 transformation as in equation 2.3 to equation 2.2, equation 2.4 ís

obtained. Equation 2.4 is a succinct description of the relationship between sequence variables

and the sequence network parameters of the lines. u,r, uoz,uo represent the positive sequence volt-

age of phase A, the negative sequence voltage of phase A, and the zero sequence voltage.

I at, I az,lo represent sequence currents.

t*,1 t ;l tr,l fi , f'
lu*l= 

rlo,l,l,*l= rl,ol'.= ¡I,
Luol LUJ L4l L'J L'

Here, zt= zz= R,+ ja(L-a4),zo= (R¡+3Rs) +jo (L+zr,t) .

2.1

T-]T

1,"(ùl l^,*o, R, o, l[,,,,,1 l, , 4li''")
l,rto¡ = ¡ À, R¡*R" R, llrrt,l¡*1, t ,llh,ru¡l
p"(t)) L R, R, n,+nt li"(')l lM M LJV,,ru)

oo4 [r rrl j2r
| --l I r | 3

o, ol,t = 
lo- o tl,a=e

I r.l lo o'r)
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V"l l', o ,l['",]
la"rl= lo t, olV"rl

L",l fo o zllro)
1AL.a

Applying the 120-abc transformation to equation 2.4, equation 2.5 is obtained.

f';l _, |-r"'] _,1', o 'lh,l ,l', , ol|-'",] 
, þ o o l[r,,.l

lr4=, lr*l = r'10 z, ollr"rl = r-'10 z, ol\"rl+r-'lo o o ll,"rl 2.5

lu¿ Lr,J lo o zllto) lo o zllt,) ¡o o z,-zllro)
Simplifuing equation 2.5, equation2.6 is obtained.

P;l F,r,+ 
Io(zo-zt)] 

[,+ 
* xr,>2f, z^-2.

lurl= l,otr*r,Ø,-zìl = l,++xrlzrl,*=ï 2.6

lad (Fr+ Ioçzr-zt)l 
LQb+ 

KIùztl

In equation 2.6, symbol r represents the zero sequence compensation coefficient.

A disønce relay normally requires six elements to measure impedance. These elements are three

phase-ground elements for phase A, B, and C and th¡ee phase-phase elements for AB, BC, and

CA.

2.1,.1. The impedânce ooseen" by a phase relay in a phase-ground fault

Figure 2.2.The Phase-Ground Voltage in a Ground Fault.

A phase-ground fault results from an undesired connection between a phase conductor and, a

ground conductor. The resistance involved in such a connection is called fault resistance. If phase

A is involved in a phase-ground fault, the voltage referred to ground of phase A at the busbar is

expressed as equation 2.7 .

uos = uo* u, = (Ia+ KIù 21+ ul 2.7

%" is the phase-ground voltage at the busbar for phase A, ur is the voltage across the fault resist-

ance. The measured impedance is obtained as zo equation 2.8.

'o= #o= 'r* ffi,Io=Io* 
I!r* I"

t-- - 
-GrpyifLfievoltoæ=-0Ø -1

t4
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In a metallic ground fauIt, a, = 0, so that the measured impedance is the line positive sequence

impedance in the fault loop.

2.1.2. The irnpedance "seen" by a phase-phase relay in a phase-phase fault

-Þ"

I

Figure 2.3. The Phase-Ground Voltage in a Phase-Phase Fault.

A phase-phase fault results from an undesired connection between phase conductors. When a

phase-phase fault happens at phase B and C, the fault arc resistance between the two fault phases

is usually very small and the voltage across the fault resistance is negligible, so the voltage at the

fault point of phase B and phase C are equal. The measured impedance is obtained through equa-

tion2.9.

(II+ KIù ZT_ UI+ KIù 21

U^,

o _ uor-u"r _ (uo¡ u¡) - (uc+ uJ) _ uo-u" _'* - ¡-4 -----ir-r" i- - It-1" =Zl 2.9

In phase-ground, phase-phase-ground, and three-phase metallic faults, the measured impedance

zo of a phase-ground relay is the line positive sequence impedance zt ùp to the fault. In phase-

phase, phase-phase-ground, and three-phase metallic faults, the measured impedance zo of a

phase-phas e relay is the line positive sequence impedance Z t vP to the fault.

Faults on a single transmission line can be classified as four types according to the phase pattern

involved in the fault. The fault types include phase-ground, phase-phase, phase-phase-ground,

and three-phase fault. In a phase-phase-ground fault, the phase-phase element and phase element

in the faulted phases can measure the line positive sequence impedance in the fault loop. In a

three-phase fault, all of the six elements can measure the impedance in the fault loop. Therefore,

six phase elements, A, B, C, AB, BC, and CA can cover all possible faults on a single line.

l5



Later in this thesis, the distance relay's behaviour will be explored in terms of the faults AG, BC,

BCG, and ABC since they represent all the possible transmission line fault types.

2.2.The characteristic of the Mho relav

The Mho relay is among the most frequently used distance relays for transmission line protection.

The popularity of its application is due to its adaptive nature and technical simplicity. The Mho

relay can be implemented in the form of either a phase comparator or an amplitude comp arator.

Since these two implementations are equivalent, we will only introduce the phase comparator. In

this thesis, the Mho relay refers to the phase comparator Mho relay.

2.2.1. The theory of the Mho distance relay

The Mho relay has two phasor inputs. The Mho relay trips only when the angle difference of its

inputs falls within a specific range. The two common phasor inputs are ,sl = (J^-r^z, and

s2 = cru*þt+ czu"þ+ crur.Here, z, is the reach or setting impedance. u, and Ió are the phase volt-

age and cunent, respectively. For examples, uþ = Un" and r* = rnu forthe AB phase. %a is the

cross polarized voltage. For the phase A element, u,þ= juAB/J3. For the phase BC element,

u"þ=-Æ-iut.u^il isthememorizedpositivesequencevoltageof thephase. u,,4r eeualsthe

positive sequence voltage of several cycles àgo. cr,c, àr1d c, àrc real or complex constants. The

presence of {.1^r, and u", in sz prevents the Mho relay from using zeÍo sz in a close-up fault

where u, is zero.

The operational criterion of a Mho relay is ntz< /.(sr/s2) <3n/2.

h1 F2

Figure 2.4.The Simple Power System.
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Let zo = (Ir/I* z"r = u^qr/Ir and zec = (J"4/16,

2.10.

the value $/sz can be found through equation

z*-2,
2.r0crZr+ crZnr* r32",

2.rl

2.r2

u^-I/^zrsl's2 = ,rarr*r*rfi4;=

The characteristic can be obtained by examining the two impedances zer and 2",(appendix A will

explain how to calculate the two impedances). To simpliff the analysis, the ABC fault is used to

exhibit the Mho relay's behaviour. In this fault, its measured impedance is the line positive

sequence impedance up to the fault.

The distance relay usually identifies and trips a fault located inside its protection zone within one

or two cycles when it is used as zone one protection, hence the Mho characteristic at the moment

of fault are of particular interest.

The power system illustrated in figure 2.4 is used to analyse the characteristic of the Mho relay.

2.2.2. The characteristic in a forward fault

A fault at point F2 in the power system in figure 2.4 is designated as a forward fault. The Mho

relay has different trip zones before the fault and at the initiation of the fault. The discussion of its

trip zones involves two steps(see appendix A for detailed discussion).

Step 1: Finding the trip zone before the fault

Before the fault, zk = z"r = 2,". By replacing the variables 2", artd 2"" in equation 2.10, equation

2.11 is obtained. The trip zone is the inner area of the dashed circle in figure 2.5, and the prefault

load impedance indicated by the dashed line falls far outside the trip zone.

Sl/sz=, zk-z''-
(ct+ cz+ cr) Zo

Step 2: Finding the trip zone at the initiation of the fault

The two equivalent impedances can be expressed in equation2.l2.

2", = U^rr/1, = rE*f/If = r(Zo+Zr¡

2""= a"f/If = IrZo/Ir= Zo

u,n*, is constant before the fault. En *the power source internal voltage behind the source impe{-

arrce zs, is always constant. Therefore, un il can be expressed by the multiplication of r, ã corrL-

t7



plex constant, and E*r.

After replacing the 2", and 2", in equation 2. i0 with equation 2.12, equation2.l3 is derived,

z,_2,. - Z*_2,sr/s2=ffi=ffi 2.r3

Here z = ""2,-- - -se Clf + Cj+ Ca.

The inner area of the solid circle crossing the points -2," and z, inthe impedance plane is the trip

zone of the Mho relaylTl. The measured impedance zk should locate itself in the first quadrant

somewhere. A fault within the reach of the Mho relay causes zo to move into the solid circle. The

benefit of the Mho characteristic is that a zero impedance in the close-up forward fault is well

inside the trip zone as opposed to being on the boundary of the prefault zone.

prefault

- 

fault

z

Zu

,t

I
I

_v
I

/
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R

Figure 2.5. Behaviour of the Mho Relay in the ABC Forward Fault.

2.2.3. The characteristic in a reverse fault

A fault at point Fl in the power system in figure 2.4 isdesignated as a reverse fault. As in the

analysis of the Mho characteristic in a forward fault, the Mho characteristic in a reverse fault is

analysed by two steps.

18



Step 1: Finding the trip zone before the fault

Before the fault, the power system operates under the same conditions and the relay senses the

same voltage and current as in the prefault condition in a forward fault. Accordingly, the trip zone

of the Mho relay is the inner area of the dashed circle in figure 2.6 and,the prefault impedance

falls outside the trip zone.

Step 2: Finding the trip zone at the initiation of the fault

The two equivalent impedances can be expressed by equation2.14 and equation2.ll(appendix

A).

2", = U^rr/If = rEur/l, = r(Zo-Zr) 2.I4

2"" = U"r/l, = Ifzy'i, = Zo 2.I5

By replacing the 2", and 2," in equation 2.9 with equation 2.I4 and,2.75, equation 2.16 is

derived.

Sl/52 =
Z*- z, zt -z, 2.16cazk+ c( (Zk-Z 

") 
+ crZo (crr + cr+ cr) (Zr- 2.")

c,rZ 
^\\'ltn Z"¿ = -;*

The inner area of the solid circle is the trip zone of the Mho relay at this moment. The measured

impedance zo locates itself somewhere in the third quadrant. The benefit of the Mho characteris-

tic is that a zeto impedance in the close-up reverse fault is well outside the trip zone as opposed to

being on the boundary of the prefault zone.

prefault

fault

Figure 2.6.Behaviour of the Mho Relay in the ABC Reverse Fault.
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2.3. The quadrÍlateral distance relay

The analysis of the characteristic of the quadrilateral relay is much simpler than that of the Mho

relay. As its name implies, the trip zone of the quadrilateral relay is a quadrilateral zone in the

impedance plane. For the phase-comparator quadrilateral relay, if the polarized voltage is added

into its input phasors, the quadrilateral relay can also be adaptive to the fault direction. However

the speed of the phase-comparator quadrilateral is slowfl7]. Another quadrilateral relay uses fixed

quadrilateral zone as its characteristic. The trip zone of such a relav is not influenced bv the fault

type and the fault direction.

The quadrilateral distance relay trips when the measured impedance falls inside its trip zone.

prefault

fault

Figure 2.1 . The Trip Zone of the Quadrilateral Relay.
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The polarized Mho relay is

the origin according to the

and the vertical direction.

ChapÉer 3. The PT Retray

adaptive to the fault since the Mho circle

fault direction. This shift changes the trip

boundary shifts away from

zone in both the horizontal
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Figure 3.1. The PT Relay Structure.

The characteristic of the simple quadrilateral rclay is not influenced by the fault direction, as

stated in chapter 2. The PT relay will be adaptive by modifuing its trip zone in the vertical direc-

tion and the horizontal direction in the similar way. In the forward fault, the expansion of the trþ

Anti-Alias Filter

Band Pass Filter

PT Relay Algorithm & Logic
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zone of the phase-phase elements in the phase-ground fault may cause the phase-phase element to

misoperate because of the horizontal expansion of the trþ zone of the unfaulted phase. To elimi-

nate the undesired expansion in the unfaulted phase, the phase selection element is added into the

original soffware model. Unlike the Mho relay, the modifrcation amount of the tnp zone is inde-

pendent in the vertical direction and the honzontal direction in a fault.

Figure 3.1 shows the software model structure of the PT relay. It differs the existing digital relay

structure in figure 1.6. The PT relay has phase selection algorithm, and the relay implements the

relay algorithm and logic specific for the PT relay.

3.1. The algorithm of the PT relay

The PT relay is a microprocessor-based adaptive relay. Before the advent of the microprocessor in

the relay industry the relay algorithm was implemented by analog hardware. It was rather diffi-

cult to implement any sophisticated method since the complexity of the hardware connection

required by the algorithm's complexity was not affordable. Moreover, the distance relay was

implemented either as a phase comparator or as an amplitude comparator because calculating the

fault loop impedance was an impossible task.

With the development of modem electronic and digital processing technology, long awaited

changes took place. The digital relay is a combination of software and hardware. By changing the

software of the digital relay, the relay performs different functions. The computational ability of

the digital relay allows sophisticated and complicated computation, such as Fast Fourier Transfor-

mation(FFT), sequence phasor computation. The digital memory component of the relay make it

possible to calculate the incremental phasor computation. Together, the relay is qualified to meet

the increasing system demands.

The PT relay enhances the quadrilateral relay's characteristics by realizing the virtues of both the

quadrilateral relay and the Mho relay into one entity. The PT relay is a quadrilateral rcIay, but its

protection zone is adaptive to the faults like the Mho relay. In other words, the PT relay dynami-

cally changes its trip zoîe accoÍding to the fault. To improve faulted phase protection, the faulted

phase elongates its trip zone into the 3rd and 4th quadrants during a forward fault and flips up its

trip zone into the lst and 2nd quadrants during a reverse fault. Since the directional imped-

ance(Section3.2) of the PT relay can reflect the system impedance from the relay to the source
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and fault direction, this feature is implemented by adding the positive sequence incremental reac-

tance to the lower two setting points 23 and Za in frgare 2.7 . To quickly capture a forward fault,

the protection zone is also expanded horizontally, and the prefault load impedance is used as an

index to determine the expanding amount. To reduce the possibility of misoperation of the relay in
the unfaulted phases, the expansion is confined to the faulted phase and a phase selection algo-

rithm is used to select the faulted phase. Together, these requirements describe the architecture of
the PT relay.
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Figure 3.2.The Structure Diagram of the PT Relay.

The structure of one phase of the PT relay is illustrated in figure 3.2.It is composed of five parts:

the direction impedance element DI, the direction element DE, the load impedance element LI,

the phase selection element PS, and the impedance element IE. Their functions will be discussed

in the following sections. The mode can take a value I or 2, the significance of which will be

explained in section 3.6.L.2.
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3.2" The dÍrection impedance (DI) element

The DI element measures the system positive sequence impedance during the fault. The DI ele-

ment has two phasor input signals: the incremental positive sequence voltage au, and the incre-

mental positive sequence current ar,. The incremental positive sequence voltage au, and current

arr are the difference between the positive sequence voltage and current of present cycle and that

of several cycles ago. It has two ouþut signals: the first is 20,,, and the second is the logic ouþut

vrdtri,.If wao,,. is higþ, zo,, is valid.

Figure 3.3 is the positive sequence network of the system infrgsre 2.4.

Figure 3.3. The Positive Sequence Nefwork.

Before the fault, equation 3.1 and equation 3.2 aretrue.

(1, = E,,r-IrZ, 3.1

U1 = E,r* ItZ, 3.2

When a fault occurs on the system, the incremental positive sequence current ar, is detected by

the DI element. If l^111 is large enough, the vtd,,,,. is set to logic high and zo,, = LUr/M, is calcu-

lated. Otherwise the vtdo,, is set to logic low.

For a forward fault, equation 3.i is true, and turtttr = -2,

For a reverse fault, equation 3.2 is true, and ulrtttt = 2,.

The flowchart for the DI element is in fizure 3.4.
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Figure 3.4. The Flowchart of the DI Element.

3.3. The direction element (DE)

The DE element is designed to determine the direction of a fault. The DE element has two inputs

which are the complex input 20,,, and the logic input vrddir.If wao,,. is high, zo,, is valid. The DE

element has one logic ouþut Dir , its logic high indicates a forward fault. The DE element sets D¿r

to a logic high only when the logic inpvt vtd¿i,. is high aîd 20,,. falls within its setting zone. Figure

3.5 is the flowchart of the DE element.

Figure 3.5. The Flowchart of the DE Element.

3.4. The load impedance (Ln) element

The LI element provides the prefault load impedance. The LI element has one complex inpvt zo.

vldo,,. =1?
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It has two outputs: the complex output Z,o, and the other logic output vtdkt. A high level of vta,o

indicates that z,o is valid. wa,o is set to high when the input z* keeps constant for a time period.

The high level na,o lasts for a short time period when the disturbance is detected in the input zo.

A fixed-length queue is used to buffer the input z* When the LI element accesses the queue, it

fetches the value at the head of the queue and set to output z,o.The head of the queue is then

removed and every element in the queue is moved one slot ahead. The input zo is inserted at the

tail. If the difference of zo and z,o is detected to be smaller tban a preset value, the internal logic

signal /tag is set to high. It takes time, r, , for the input zo to move to the head of the queue. The

high level flag sets vtd,o immediately and the low level flag sets na,o after an time delay, 4,

which is less than r,. In the fault, this mechanism will provide the PT relay with the valid load

impedance within the period of t, after the fault. The right part of figure 3.6 shows the signal time

sequence of this element in the fault.

Before the fault, the ¡tag is high. After the fault, the z,o is valid within r, period and vtd,o is high

within r, period, thus this feature ensures that the LI element can produce the valid z,o when vtd,o

is high. The left part of figure 3.6 is a flowchart of the LI element.

fault
r tl I

^l----------------nag F;:FrrFT-
vlddir ' t' 

"

ffi

Shadow zones represent the prefault

data for 21¿ and valid Z1¿ for Vld6i.

Figure 3.6. The Flowchart of the LI Element.
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3.5. The phase selection (FS) element

The PS element selects the phases where the measured impedance represents the impedance in the

fault loop. The PS element has three phasor inputs, the th¡ee phase incremental currents, Lra, Lrb

and ar" which represent the differences between prefault and fault current. It has a group of logic

ouþuts s* which is used to control the adaptive feature of the IE element.

Table 3.1. The F.xpected Behaviour of the PS Element in Fault

In table 3.1, the first column is the fault type, and the first row is phase. The columns intersect the

rows at cells which contain the value 'Y' or 'N'. Value 'Y' indicates that the phase identified by

the column is selected in the fault identified bv the row Value 'N' indicates the phase is not

selected in that particular fault.

3.5.1. The principle of the PS element

The discussion will focus on the relationship between the incremental phase-phase currents in

such fault types as AG, BC, BCG, and ABC. The 120 sequence current and voltage can be com-

puted by connecting the 120 sequence network in the topology determined by the fault type.

3.5.2. The ratio of the phase-phase current

The incremental phase-phase current of the network to the left hand side of the fault is expressed

in the form of the incremental positive sequence current and the negative sequence current of

Fault\S6 sa sb sc Sab Su. S.u

AG Y N N N N N

BC N N N N Y N

BCG N Y Y N Y N

ABC Y Y Y Y Y Y
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phase A, as in equation 3.3.

N nob = (l - az) LI ,,,or + (l - a) I u,o,

N ,rb, = @2 - a) N ,ror * (a - a2) 1,,,o, 3 .3

M r,ro = (a - 1) LI u,o, + (a2 - l) I ,roz

If we assume that l,noz = LN,,o* then we obtain the amplitude of the phase-phase incremental cur-

rents l^1,,¿ál=lV*"ol= d6(t+r+À2) lr^^l,lr,,t"l= (l-À)^Æl^¡,,,,1. The value À for all fault types is

displayed in table 3.2(See appendix B).

Table 3.ZYahte of À in fault

Fault AG BC BCG ABC

T 1 1
-l (-1,0) 0

Two ratios þr,,=l##l,ru,r=læl aÍe calculared against rhe fautt type. we obtain

þb"t= þr"z= 4ä-Tt- öur= þb,z= * in an AG fault, 0¡,¡ = ö6.2 = I in an ABC fault,

t-
þt"t=þu"z=J(li¡ijÀ1,-l<r<o in a BCG fault and the values of 0¿"r,06"2 reside in the range

(0'5,1)' önt= þn"z= 0.5 inaBCfault.

A similar analysis can be conducted for phase B and C to give ö"o1, ö,o2, þabt,þabz.

In the table 3.3, þabvöanz,þnr,þn"r,ö,o1,ö"o2, and ¡ro¡ are tabulated.
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Table 3.3 The Ratio of the Incremental Phase-phase Current

Fault Io @abt Qab2 @u.t @¡rz @cal @caz

AG >0 I 0 co co 0 I

BG >0 0 I
.l

0 co @

CG >0 co 00 0 I 0

AB 0 0.5 0.5 2 I I 2

BC 0 I ¿ 0.5 0.5 2

CA 0 2 I 2 0.5 0.5

ABG >0 (0.5,1) (0.5,1) (1,2) I (1,2)

BCG >0 (r,2) (0.5,1) (0.5,1) (1,2) I

CAG >0 (r,2) I I (r,2) (0.5,1) (0.5,1)

ABC 0 I I I I 1
_t I

3.5.3. The algorithm & flowchart of the PS element

The PS algorithm is based on the ratios in table 3.3. The flow chart is shown in the f,gure 3.7.

At the beginning, the phase selection flags: S4, Sg, 56, S4g, Sgç, and 564 are reset. If the maxi-

mum of the three phase-phase incremental current amplitude is over a predetermined threshold,

go to step 1. Otherwise go to step 6.

Step 1: If any pair of 06"1> 10, ö6"2> r0, þ"o1) 10,þroz> 10, or Qor, > 10, Þo¡,2> t0 is true, the correspond-

ing phase selection flag S4, Ss, or Sç is set to the high level, and the algorithm goes to step 6.

Step 2: lo is calculated. If the amplitude of the zero sequence current is larger than a predeter-

mined threshold, go to step 5.

Step 3: If any pair of ö6"1<0.75,Þ6"2<0.75, þ"o110.75,þcaz<0.75, or 0o¡r <0.i5,þab2<0.2s is true, the

corresponding phase selection flag Ssg, 564, or Sag is set to the high level, and the algorithm

goes to step 6.

Step 4: Set S4, Sg, Sç, 569, 596, and 564, go to step 6.
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Step 5: Find the phase with the maximum amplitude of the incremental phase-phase current, and

set its associated selection flag.

Step 6: Quit the selection procedure.

56 is phase selection flag
566 is phase-phase selection flag
Step ó exits the phase selection procedure

Figure 3.7. The Algorithm Flowchart of the PS Element.

3.6. The impedance element(IE)

The purpose of the IE element is to trip the circuit breaker in the event of a fault. The impedance

element has eight inputs, of which four are logic signals, Dir,vtd(tìr,vtdr¿,s*, three are complex

inputs, z ¿¡n z *, z t¿ , and one integer input, Mode . It has only one output signal, Trip , à high level

trips the circuit breaker. Mode is used to disable or enable the vertical modification of the protec-

tion zone.

o'* [

Find the 
^lmu 

in 
^l+ó

Compute 0abt>2 & ôab2>2
Conipute {6"¡>2 & {6.2>2
Compute 0cal>2 & +c¡2>2
Any one is true

óucr>0.75 & Qbcl>0.75
S"o¡>0.75 & Oca2>0.75
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3.6.1. The algorithms of the IE element

This element is able to operate adaptively in the system configuration by conditioning its quadri-

lateral protection zone with its own embedded logic. Its adaptive features are exhibited by modi-

fying the trip zone in both horizontal and vertical direction during a fault.

3.6.1.1. The horizontal expansion of the trip zone

The horizontal modification is controlled by its logic input combinatioÍr Hor which is derived

from Equation 3.4.

Hor = Vld,o+Dir+S<r, 3.4

When Hor is logic high, the algorithm will expand the protection zone along the n axis.

The algorithm first finds intersection point r of the protection zone boundary on the n axis on the

z,o side. If z,o is in the left hand side of the impedance plane, the intersection point is pz , other-

wiseitis pt. n, iscalculatedbyusingtheformulaR¡ ='1 . (Rr(t-R),where q isanumberbetween

0 and 1.

The value n, is then compared with a preset value. Since the expanded trip zone of the relay

should not encompass the minimum load impedançe) Ri equals the lesser of R, and the preset

value.

The PT relay expands its protection zone in both directions along the n axis. The expansion is

illustrated in figure 3.8. The expansion of the protection zone should keep the PT relay from mis-

operating during a load transition.

Figure 3.8. The Horizontal Expansion of the Trip Zone.
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3.6.1.2. The vertical feature of the trip zone

The value of Mode can be eitherl or 2 depending whether the vertical modification of the trip zone

is wanted. The vertical modification is designed for all phases during the reverse fault, but only

for the faulted phase in the forward fault when Mode = 1 , thus the IE element can expand it trip

zone inthe faulted phase in the forward fault and flip up its trip zone in the reverse fault.

The vertical feature of the IE element is under the control of the input combination ver which is

calculated by equation 3.5.

Ver = (Vlddir. (Mode= = l)) . ((,S*) + (Dlr= = 0)) 3.5

ThePTrelaymodifiestwo settingpoints zozoby addingtheinductancepart of zo,, tothemwhen

ver is true. When zo falls within the modified protection zone, an internal logic signal r;¡z is set to

logic high. The output Trip = Tin.Dir

Figure 3.9 illustrates how the protection zone is modified in a forward fault(figurc 3.9a) and in a

reverse fault(flgure 3.9b).

Figure 3.9. The Vertical Modification of the Protection Zone.

3.6.2. The algorithm flowchart of the IE element

The flowchart of the IE element is depicted by figure 3.10.
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Hor is calculated in equatiott 3.4

Ver is calculated in e(luation 3.5

Figure 3.10. The Flowchart of the IE Element.

In figure 3.11, the zone enclosed by the dashed line is the setting zone, while the zone enclosed by

solid line is the practical trip zone after the modification. In figure 3.Ila, the IE element operates

in mode I during a forward fault, with the trip zone of the faulted phase expanding in both direc-

tions. In figure 3.1lb, the IE element operates in mode I during a reverse fault, and the trip zone is

modified only in the vertical direction. In figure 3. I 1c, the IE element operates in mode 2 in a for-

ward fault, and the trip zone of the faulted phase is modified only in the horizontal direction. In

figure 3 . 1 ld, the IE element has a trip zone which is identical with the setting zone when it runs in

mode 2. During a forward fault, the IE elements of unfaulted phases have such trip zones. During

reverse fault, the IE element also has such a trip zone.
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Chapter 4. The Selection of the Ðirectioxral fnepedânce

The DI element is used to control and activate the adaptive protection zone in the PT relay model.

The quadrilateral distance relay, in most cases, can identify a fault within its protection zone

within one or two cycles, hence the DI element must be able to provide a fast enough fault

response to activate the adaptive feature of the PT relay. Besides its response speed, the selected

DI element is expected to have two other important attributes: availability and convergence.

Availabílity means that the DI element is able to be measured duringany faults. Convergence

means that the measurement of the DI element converges to a distinct impedance associated with

fault direction when it is available.

The DI element activates the adaptive feature of the PT relay by providing the relay with the

expanding quantity and helping other elements to produce the zone control signal. The irnped-

ances calculated by nutu can provide fast responses in a fault. Since the impedance is calculated

by dividing the incremental voltage by the incremental current, we call it incremental impedance.

The positive sequence incremental impedance(PSfl) calculated by nu¡u, is adopted in the PT

relay model. It is selected from nine incremental impedances that include three sequence incre-

mental impedances calculatedby tz,= L(1,/LI,,s e {i,2,0} , three phase incremental impedances

calculated by Mq= L(tr/LIr,oe {a, b,c} , arTd three phase-phase incremental impedances calcu-

lated by Mþþ = LUqþ/LIþþ,S{ e {aå, bc,ca\

This chapter begins with a comprehensive analysis of the measurement of nine possible incre-

mental impedances, followed by inspecting the convergence and availability of these nine incre-

mental impedances. Then, the measurement of PSII is observed in the presence of a salient-pole

synchronous generator, and the measurement of PSII in different fault directions is presented.

Finally, a summary will confirm the eligibility of PSII to serve as the directional impedance of the

PT relay.

The powerful power system simulation software PSCADÆMTDC softwarepackage is used in

the investigation of these methods. The PSCAD is the graphical front end of the package. The

PSCAD provides a GUI environment where the user can create the power system device module

and associate an icon with it. As well, the user can incorporate the icon which represents the spe-

cific system device into a complex system draft. The user can then compile the system draft into
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the simulation source code. EMTDC uses the source code to build the executable code and pro-

ceed with simulations. The PSCADÆMTDC software simplifies the power system simulation

procedure in several ways: firstly, it provides a visual way to create simulations; secondly, the

module created for one case is reusable in later simulations; thirdly, it allows a complex simula-

tion case to be built up gradually.

4.1" The phase incremental current and voltage

Figure 4.1 is a simple system with two sources connected by a protected transmission line. The

measurement of directional impedance is illustrated by this system. The relay acquires the busbar

voltage and current flowing down the line with the reference direction from source Em to source

En. These sources are ideal voltage sources which have constant internal voltage and constant

internal impedance.

Figure 4.1. The Power System for Analysis Purpose.

Figure 4.2 is the sequence network for phase A incremental currents during a forward fault. Vari-

ous fault types in the system can be represented by proper connection of this network. The

sequence networks are separated into two parts by fault point F2. The relay busbar is located on

the left hand(M) side of the system, with the equivalent impedance and incremental currents flow-

ing on the two sides of the sequence network. This is shown in figure 4.2.The impedances

zsmt, zsnt2, zsn,,, reptesent the total sequence impedance from the relay busbar to the source Em,

the impedançes z,nr,z^z,z-0, represent the sequence impedance from the fault point to the relay

busbar, and the impedance s z n, z nz, z n0 , repÍesent the sequence impedance from the fault point to

the source En. In this case, the incremental sequence currents sensed by the relay arc LI,,al,I,,o2

busbar
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and lrroo.

4T ^l

i{ z'o't
Ut tUo, 

O;;; 
*

Figure 4.2.The Incremental Current and Voltage in Sequence Network in the F2 Fault.

Figure 43 is the sequence network for phase A incremental currents in a reverse fault. The

sequence networks are separated into two parts by fault point Fl, with the busbar located on the

right hand side of the system, as in figure.4.4.The impedances 2,u1,2s,2,2,,0, represent the total

sequence impedance from the relay busbar to the source En, the impedance s z ilr, 2,2, z n0 , repre-

sent the sequence impedance from the fault point to the relay busbar, and the impedances

z mt, z n,z, z nt' , represent the sequence impedance from the fault point to the source Em. In this case,

the incremental sequence currents sensed by the relay are -Li,o1,-iuo2 artd -i,,oo.

Figure 4.3. The Incremental Current & Voltage in Sequence Network in the Fl Fault.

4.1,1, The forward fault

In a forward fault, the relay busbar is located in the left hand side of the system as in figure. 4.2,

the sequence incremental currents are Nntat,rntaz,I,;o¡ ã.fldthe phase incremental currents meas-

ured by the relay are in equation 4.1.

LI,rot LI uol
zrrl 

I n'oz I 
'o2 znl

LI rrot LI nol
ZntI Znt
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l*^À [r ' '.1[al,,";] ¡]t
l¡l .l | ¡ rr | 3

¡;:1= l" Ï'll';,,',,""'ol'' 
=' 4 1

In addition, the incremental voltages on the relay busbar, as measured by the relay are in equation

4.2.

4.2
lou^À [r , llr,^, o o 

'l[ar,,",.l 
l 
t,^, z,-, z,*l 

[or,,,J
lou^ol=-1"' " rll 0 Z,^z o llr^"rl=-lntt,o,, az,,,z z,,,oll,,,,"rl

lor,,l [" ,, r.1¡ o o z,^oll,,,"o) 
lor,^, o22,,,2 r,,,,11,^"0)

In a reverse fault, the relay busbar is located in the right hand side of the diagram as in figure 4.3,

the sequence incremental currents are -M,,o 1,-Iuo2,-Iuos since the current reference direction is

from Em to En. The phase incremental currents measured by the relay are in equation 4.4.

[al,,"] fr''l[-.,,,,.l [r''.1|-al,,,;]
l*,,01 = lo2 o tll-r,"rl = -|'"' o tllr,,orl 4.3

Lr,,J l, "r r)L-r,,"ol l" "'rllr,,"ol
equation 4.4 describes the incremental voltages on the relay busbar as measured by the relay.

lou,,À [r , ,]1r,,, o o lþr,,,1 1t,,, 2,,, z,ul 
[ar,,,|

loo^ol 
= l"' " 'll 

o z,u2 o ll.",rl = -1o",,,, az,uz z,,oll,,,rl 4.4

lou,,"l L, ot r_l I o 0 z,,o)lv,,l 
lor,,, o2z,uz z,,,llr,,"o)

4.1.2. The reverse fault

4.1.3. The availabilift of incremental current

The incremental impedance is measured by dividing the incremental voltage by the incremental

current. When the incremental current is zero, the measured impedance is meaningless. The avail-

ability of the directional impedance is determined by the availability of the incremental current.

Our discussion of the incremental currents focuses on the forward AG. BC" BCG. and ABC

faults.

By borrowing the analysis from section2.4.4, the following are true:
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in an AG fault, a,I^o, = In oz and 1,,,o0 is not zero;

in a BC favlt, LI ,ro, = -r^oz alrrd In,ao = o;

in a BCG fan)lt, I,ror= ),a,1,,,or,-l < l. < 0 and In,a, is not zero;

in an ABC fault, LI*o, is not zero, but 1,,,o, aÍrd Inta' ate zero.

Here, we defing 6 = LI,,,o1/1,,,o0, so Ino0 = oLI ,,or.

With these results, we derive the incremental phase currents and incremental phase-phase currents

for the four cases using equation 4.1.

For the AG fault, equation 4.5 is the analytical result. N,,,0 and a1,," depend on ¡" and o. . Since the

current distribution factor of the negative sequence network equals the current distribution factor

of the positive sequence network, r = I âfld equation 4.5 is true.

l*,,,À [rz 
*"1 *,,"f, l*,,,À 1to,,,,,,]

l*^,1=l{o-t)**^l,l..rl =l o l,^'o 4.s

l* ,,,"1 l( o - t ) N 
^"t) l^I ,,À l3 M ,,,or)

For the BC fault, equation 4.6 is the analytical result.

tdl l,^ \ l[^'.,.,] l(:-])y^",1
l*,'l = llo'-o)N,,,"'l'lt.r"l =lzlo'-o)*,,,",1 4'6

1.,,J fto 
_ o, )u,,,"J Lor,,"J l(" _ 

"r)*,,"r)

Table 4.I tabulates the amplitudes of the incremental currents of the four cases.

For the BCG faul

For the ABC faul
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Table 4.1 The Amplitude of the Incremental Currents

Fault aIr 12 Io AIu aIu AI. AIuu aI¡. AI.u

AG >0 >0 >0 >0 o 2 >0 0 >0

BC >0 >0 0 0 >0 >0 >0 >0 >0

BCG >0 >0 >0 ,l >0 >0 >0 >0 >0

ABC >0 0 0 >0 >0 >0 >0 >0 >0

The cells contain the amplitudes of the incremental currents, identifled by the column, during the

faults, identified by the row. The mark '?' means that the amplitude of the incremental current

may be or may not be zero. The mark '0' means that the amplitude of the incremental current is

zero. The mark ">0" means that the amplitude of the incremental current is not zero. Vy'hen the

amplitude of an incremental current is zero during a fault, its associated incremental impedance

can not be calculated.

4.2.The rneasurement of the sequence incremental impedance

When the sequence incremental current is not zero, the sequence directional impedance is meas-

ured by equation a,z,= a,u,/Llr,s e { 1,2,0} .

4.2.1. The measurement in the forward fault

The incremental sequence currents sensed by the relay are LI u,or,I u,az,1,,o,, and the measured

impedances are shown in equation 4.9.

4.9
1t,,,,f,

= -lt'^'l
lz,,,,o)

l*\ þu,,",'o',,,"1
l*4 = 

| ^u^'z/I^ozl
Wt) l\a,,,oo/I,,,oo)
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4.2.2. The measurement in the reverse fault

The incremental sequence curents sensed by the relay arc _.Mual,-1,az,-Ina., and the measured

impedances are shown in equation 4.10.

t-'l
lM'l =

l*l
ILU^ot/(-M,,rr)l ltr,,)

lnu.,rt(-r,oz) | 
= 

lu",l
lLUu,oo/ ÇIuoù ) lz',,r)

4.10

4.3. The rneasurernent of the phase incremental impedance

The phase incremental impedances are measured by equation az r = a,(J r/ d.r r, ö e { a, å, c } when the

phase incremental currents are not zero.

4.3.1. The measurement in the forward fault

The incremental phase currents sensed by the relay are Nø, aIb, LI", and the measured impedances

are given in equation 4.11.

4.tl

4,3,2. The measurement in the reverse fault

The incremental phase currents sensed by the relay are _'LI,a,_.LI 
nb,-Lr u, , and the measured imped-

ances are given in equation 4.12.
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4.4. The measurement of the phase-phase incremental impedance

When the phase-phase incremental currents are not zeto,thephase-phase incremental impedances

are measured with equation M+þ = LUþö/LI6ö,þþ e {ab,bc,ca} .

4.4.1. The measurement in the forward fault

The incremental phase-phase currents sensed by the relay are Mu,ab, LIu,bc, LI,,"o, and the measured

impedances are given in equation 4.13 with the assumption that 2s,,1 : zs,,z,

l*"À l',^,1
l*o"l = _lz,^rl

l*,À 12,,,,)

4.4.2. The measurement in the reverse fault

The incremental phase-phase currents sensed by the relay are -N nab,-Ll nbc,-Ll,"o, and the meas-

ured impedances are in equation 4.14 with the assumption that z,,r = z,nz.

lv^l f 
z,ut1

| ""1 I I

l*o,l = |t,,,'l 4.14

Itz""l lz,,¡)

4.t3
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4.5. The øvailøbility and. convergence of the incrernental irnpedance

In this section, the power system simulation used to test the availability and convergence of the

incremental impedances is shown in figure 4.4. Four faults AG, BC, BCG, and ABC, are applied

at point F2. The figures showing the measured incremental impedances are provided to demon-

strate the method's convergence for these faults.

0.lpu ll0MVA 0.lpu 590MVA
(9.0 ohmfor 230KV side)(X¡48.0ohm

I 8/230

Er,=18/300 KV

2,,,=j0.972 ohm

F2 I50 lon

Z¡=1.4+j19.8 ohm

230/22

En=22/F KV

2,,=0.03+j0.ll ohm

Figure 4.4.The Power System for Analysing Incremental Impedance.

4.5.1. The sequence incremental impedance

4.5.1.1. The positive sequence incremental impedance

Figure 4.5 shows the PSIIs in AG, BC, BCG, and ABC faults at point F2. These faults are applied

to the system at 0.75 second. The simulation results from 0.76 second to 0.8 second are collected

to observe the PSII. The upper part of the figure is the resistive part of nz* and lower part is the

inductive part of Azr. The measured azr converges to the same value in four cases.
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Figure 4.5. The Measured Positive Sequence Incremental lmpedance.

4.5.1.2. The negative sequence incremental impedance

The negative sequence voltage and current ate zero during an ABC fault, therefore the measured

negative sequence incremental impedance in the ABC fault is absent in figure. 4.6.The time win-

dow is from 0.76 seconds to 0.8 seconds. The measured ¡,2^ converses to the same value

800760

/-l-õ
X
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Figure 4.6. The Measured Negative Sequence Incremental Impedance.

4.5.1.3. The zero sequence incremental impedance

The zero sequence voltage and current aîe zero during the ABC and BC faults, therefore only the

measured zero sequence incremental impedance in AG and BCG faults are presentedinfig. 4.7.

The time window is from 0.76 second to 0.8 second. The measured tzo converges to same value.

Since the tz, is not available in ABC or BC fault, it can not be used as the directional impedance

for PT relav.
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The Measured Zerc Sequence directional impedance.

4.5.2. The phase incremental impedance

4.5.2.1.The phase incremental impedance of phase A

The incremental current of phase A is zero during a BC fault according to both table 4.1 and the

simulation, hence the measured phase incremental impedance for faults, AG, BCG, ABC are pre-

sented in figure. 4.8. The time window is from 0.76 seconds to 0.8 seconds. The measured azo

does not converge to a uniform value in all faults.
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Figure 4.8. The Measured Incremental lmpedance of Phase A.

4.5.2.2. The phase incremental impedance of phase B

The measured phase incremental impedances in the AG, BC, BCG, and ABC faults are presented

in figure 4.9. The time window is from 0.76 seconds to 0.8 seconds. The measured tzo does not

converge to a uniform value in all faults.
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Figure 4.9. The Measured Incremental Impedance of Phase B.

4.5.2.4. The phase incremental impedance of phase C

The measured phase incremental impedances in the AG, BC, BCG, and ABC faults are presented

in figure. 4.10. The time window is from 0.76 seconds to 0.8 seconds. The measured Lz. does not

converse to a uniform value in all faults.
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Figure 4.10. The Measured Incremental Impedance of Phase C.

4.5.3. The phase-phase incremental impedance

4.5.3.1. The phase-phase incremental impedance of phase AB

The measured phase-phase incremental impedances for AG, BC, BCG, and ABC faults are pre-

sented in figure. 4.11 The time window is set from 0.76 seconds to 0.8 seconds. The measured

LZab corverges.
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Figure 4.1 1. The Measured Incremental Imoedance of Phase AB.

4.5,3,2, The phase-phase incremental impedance of phase BC

The incremental current of phase BC is zero in fault AG according to both analysis and simula-

tion, therefore the measured phase-phase incremental impedances during fault BC, BCG, and

ABC are presented in figure 4.12 The time window is from 0.76 seconds to 0.8 seconds. The

measured azó¿ converges.
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Figure 4.I2.The Measured directional impedance of Phase BC.

4.5.3.3. The phase-phase directional impedance of phase CA

The measured phase-phase incremental impedances for AG, BC, BCG, ABC faults are presented

in figure. 4.13 The time window is from 0.76 second to 0.8 second. The measured az,o converges.
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4.5.4. The comparison of the methods of measuring incremental impedance

In the preceding three sections, the measured incremental impedances during faults are presented.

The availability and convergence of measuring methods for the directional impedance during

faults are shown intable 4.2.
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Table 4.2 The C onv er g en c e I Av aí I ab i/i 6,' o f Metho ds

Fault LZ, LZz LZo LZo LZn LZ, LZou LZ,
DC

AZca

AG C C C NC NC NC C NA C

BC C C NA NC NC NC C C C

BCG C C C NC NC NC C C C

ABC C NA NA NC NC NC C C C

In table 4.2,the measuring method is identified by column and the fault type is identified by row.

Each cell contains the convergence/availability value pair for a method in a fault. The value 'C'

means the a method is converged and available in the fault, the value 'NA' means a method is

unavailable in that fault, value 'NC' means a method is not converged but available.

Table 4.2 shows that the sequence incremental impedance always converges if it is available,

especially for the positive sequence incremental impedance which is available and converged in

every fault. The phase incremental impedance does not converge and is unavailable sometimes.

The phase-phase incremental impedance converges but is unavailable sometimes. Although the

simulation does not cover all faults, the measurement of azoo in a fault BG is the same as the

measurement of L,z"o in a fault AG, the measurement of tz, in a fault BG is the same as the meas-

urement of tz" in a fault AG. Therefore table 4.2 contains the information for the phase incre-

mental impedances and the phase-phase incremental impedances for all faults.

Results in table 4.2 prove that the method oî tz, is always available and converges during all

faults.

4.6. The influence of generator source on the measurement of PSII

The analysis and simulation of tz, in the former section are based on the assumption that the

sources in a power system are ideal voltage sources. In fact, synchronous machines are the major

power system sources, and the majority of them are salient-pole synchronous machines. A

machine differs from an ideal voltage source because its internal voltage and internal impedance
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are not constant during a fault. Does this fact constitute a practical challenge to the application of
the PSII? Figure 1.9 illustrates a case from the practical system where the nz, trajectory does not

converge to the expected value. This section repeats the simulation of PSII for different fault

types and pre-fault load conditions by replacing the left hand source with a salient-pole synchro-

nous machine. The simulation investigates the influence of the fault type, the exciter condition,

and the pov/er angle on the measured PSII.

4.6.1. The influence of fault type

The measured PSIIs in figure 4.14 arc very close to each other after 2.475s. The pre-fault condi-

tions of the machine are a 0.5 radian power angle and 1. 15pu exciter reference. Faults are applied

at point F2 at2.3 seconds.
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Figure 4.l4.The Measured PSII in the Different Faults.
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4.6.2. The influence of load flow

Figure 4.15 presents the measured PSII for different pre-fault power angles when an ABC fault is

applied on the system at point F2. The largest difference in reactance is only about 10 ohm. The

imaginary part of Lzr canbe used to expand the PT relay protection zone in these forward faults.

The imaginary part of tz, is increasing during the fault because the source impedance of the gen-

erator changes from subtransient impedance to transient impedance, and steady state impedance.

The time constant from transient to steady state is about 0.3-2.0 second, so the PSII keeps chang-

ing in the time window of figure 4.15.
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Figure 4.15. The Measured PSII in the Different Load Conditions.
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4.6.3. The influence of exciter reference

Figure 4.16 displays the measured PSII for different pre-fault Exciter reference when an ABC
fault is applied on the system at point F2.Inthese cases, the difference of reactance is small. The

reactive part of azt aanbe used to expand the PT relay protection zone in these forward faults.
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Figure 4.16. The Measured PSII in the Different Excitor Reference.

4.7.Tlne measurement of the PSil in the different fault directions

Figure 4.17 shows the measured PSII in the forward and reverse AG faults. The reactive part is

negative in the forward fault and positive in the reverse fault.

1.471.46
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4.8. Summary

1. In this chapter, the detailed analysis and simulation of incremental impedances are carried out

under the assumption that all sources in the power system are ideal voltage sources.

2. The PSII possessed both convergence and availability invarious fault simulations. The phase

incremental impedance did not converge in different fault types and some times was unavailable.

The phase-phase incremental directional impedance possessed good convergence in different

fault types but was unavailable in some cases. Therefore the PSII was selected as the directional

impedance of PT relay. This conclusion is based on the analysis and simulation in the ideal volt-

age source system.

3. The presence of generator in the power system has no significant adverse impact on the PSII.
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The PSII theory is founded on the basis of a time invariant power system. Since the source imped-

ance and voltage are not constant for a salient-pole machine during the fault, the PSII does not

converge' However, the PSII can still present the information associated with the fault direction.

The supporting evidence was found in the simulation for different faults and load conditions when

the left hand source was replaced by a salient-pole synchronous generator.

4. The simulation in section 4.6 shows that the realpart of the PSII can be positive in the fault

when a generator is present. So the setting zone of the DE element of the PT relay should stretch

into the fourth quadrant. The imaginary partof the PSII increases during the fault since the source

impedance for the generator is changing from the subtransient impedance, to transient impedance,

to the steady state impedance.
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The PT relay's structure is typical of digital relays, as exhibited in figure 5.1.

Processed Signals

64 points per cycle

8 points per cycle

Work Frequency Component

Chapter 5" The Verífication of the FT R.etav

Local
Binarv
ùlgnal

remote
signal

I
i

Sequence
Components

Impedance
Computation
Block

Trip Signal

Figure 5.1. The PT Relay Structure.

The system voltage and current are fed into the analogue anti-aliasing filter which limits the fre-

quency in its ouþut for the A/D sampler. The processed signals are sampled at a rate of 2n per

cycle. In the PT relay, we use 64 points per cycle. The samples are then fed into bandpass deci-

mating filter to limit the bandwidth of the voltage and current signals. After the bandpass filter,

eight points of the samples are extracted and fed into the FFT routine which computes the fre-

Signal Sampler

Band Pass Filter

PT Relay Algoridrm & Logic
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quency components. The computed fundamental frequency phasors are fed into the sequence fil-
ter to produce the positive, negative and zero sequence phasors. The three sequence voltages,

three sequence currents, the voltage and current components, and local binary inputs and remote

signals are fed into the impedance computation block to calculate AZ1, phase-ground impedance,

phase-phase impedance, and phase selection signals. These computation results are used by the

PT relay algorithm and logic to determine the relays' behaviour.

The components of the PT relay have been fully illustrated in chapter 2. This chapter will verify

the algorithm of these components by observing their behaviours during the faults. The verifica-

tion scenario includes the verification of the DI, DE, LI, PS, and IE elements in various operating

modes.

Figure 5.2 illustrates the pov/er system simulation. The fault atF2 is called the forward fault and

the fault at Fl is called the reverse fault.

. 2,,,=5+j39.8 (l K=3.14-j0.95 /r=l.Q+j20 Q.

bus bar MOV 590MVA X¡0.lpu
(8.9ohmfor 23lKV)

E,r=230 kv
lÞ 230 2300 /22

E,r=22 kv

2,,=0.01+j0.ll e)

Figure 5.2. PSCAD/EMTDC Simulation System.

S.tr. The validÍty of the DI and the DE elements

The DI and the DE elements are modelled in chapter 3. The advantage of PSII over other incre-

mental impedances was thoroughly investigated in chapter 4. This section will prove its suitabil-

ity to identify the fault direction for the PT relay.
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Figure 5.3. The DI & the DE Elements.

Figure 5.3 is a graph matrix. The first rov/ of the matrix records the behaviour of the DI and DE

elements in a forward AG fault, and the second row records the information of the DI and DE ele-

ments in a reverse AG fault. The left sub-figure of each row shows the trajectory of AZr and the

trip zone of the DE element. The right sub-figure of each row shows the logic ouÞut of the DI and

DE elements.
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Lzr is valid for both the forward and the reverse faults since the signal 'Vlddir' jumps up to a

high level, and the signal 'Dir' jumps up to a high level only during the forward fault. These facts

prove that the DI and DE elements both work well.

5.2. The validÍty of the l-I element

Infigure 5.4,the leftpartcontains two curves. Curve'Rk'describes theresistance of zo andcurve

'Rld' resistance of the z,o. The right part contains two logic curves. Curve 'Flt' indicates a fault

by its rising edge, and curve 'Vld' indicates a valid z,o by its high level.

trRk o Rtd

Vld indicates whether Rk is valid

Flt indicates the fault

tr Flt o vld

750 800 850 900 950 750 800 850 900 950

Time(s) x10-3 Time(s) x10'3

Fizure 5.4. The LI Element Performance in Fault.

The theory of the LI element is first introduced at section 3.4. Here, r, sets to 200ms, r, sets to

100ms. V/ithin the first post-fault 100ms, the output resistance maintains the pre-fault load resist-

ance and the 'Vld' signal remains at logic high. So the LI element can effectively produce pre-

fault impedance.

5.3. The validity of the FS elernent

The PS element provides the ancillary signal used to control the adaptive feature of the PT relay.

Rk is the real part of the input impedance
Rld is the real part of the output impedance

150
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In order to improve the characteristic of the quadrilateralrelay,the PS element is expected to have

the following properties:

1. Quick response in fault

Since the quadrilateral distance relay can capture a fault in one or fwo cycles even without the

adaptive feature, the phase selection element should respond before the setting zone quadrilateral

relay captures the fault.

2. Determination of fault type

The PS element should be able to identify the phase where the measured impedance is the imped-

ance in the fault loop. Figure 5.5 illustrates the detailed performance of the PS element in the sys-

tem fault. Each row of the figure matrix represents the record of the performance of the element in

a case, so that there are a total of four cases that can be identified from the title of the sub-flgure in

the first column. The sub-figures in the first column show the three phase currents in the simula-

tion. The sub-figures in the second column shows the amplitude of three phase-phase incremental

currents. The sub-figures in the third column records the phase selection logic signal in the fault.

In this figure, the faults are applied to the system at 800ms. During the first 10ms after the fault,

the phase-phase incremental currents have reached a significant level, and transient behaviour

occurs in the logic output of the PS element. At 810ms, the PS element produces a stable output

after the phase-phase incremental currents have been built up to a significant level. The relation-

ship among these quantities correlates to the analysis of the PS element in chapter 3.

In an AG fault, the incremental currents of phase AB and CA are equal, and that of phase BC is

zero. In the BC and BCG fault, the incremental current reaches maximum in phase BC and is

equal in phases AB and CA. In the ABC fault, the incremental current amplitude is equal in the

three phases AB, BC, and CA.

The findings from the investigation of this figures indicate that the PS element can correctly iden-

ti$i a fault type in less than 10ms, even in the worst case, the BCG fault. And the measuring ele-

ment selected by the PS element can measure the exact impedance in the fault loop. These

findings are the evidence which supports the use of the PS element as the adaptive control signal

for the IE element.
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5.4. The validity of the IE element

The IE element of the PT relay has a dynamic protection zone. This feature makes it different

from the simple quadrilateral relay. The PT relay's trip zone is modified by its built-in algorithm

in both the horizontal and vertical directions. The amount of horizontal modification is decided by

the load condition, fault direction and phase selections. The PT relay can run in Mode 1 or Mode

2 as stated in chapter 3. The vertical modification feature of the PT relay is enabled when the relay

operates in Mode 1 and is disabled in Mode 2. The amount of vertical modification is determined

by the directional impedance, the fault direction, and the operation mode.

This section will show a series of impedance figures to illustrate the trip zone of the PT relay in

faults. In these figures, the setting zone of the impedance element is the dashed line zone, and the

actual trip zone is the solid line zone. In order to distinguish the setting zone from the protection

zone, both are shown in the same figure.

5.4.1. The IE element in the forward fault in mode I

If the PT relay operates in mode 1, the horizontal modification of the protection zone of a phase is

enabled when this phase is selected as a faulted phase. The DE element can identiff a forward

fault and the LI element can produce valid pre-fault resistance. The vertical modification of the

protection zone of a phase is started when a forward fault is detected and this phase is selected as

the faulted phase.

In order to demonstrate the dynamic feature of the IE element in the impedance plane, the MAI-

LAB relay model is used in the simulation. The MAILAB relay model is an accurate implemen-

tation of the PT relay algorithm in the MATLAB language. The MATLAB provides a Fortran

interface function which can call the MATLAB model, thus it allows that PSCAD/EMTDC simu-

lation seamlessly incorporates the MAILAB relay model. In the simulation, by calling the Fortran

interface, the PSCAD/EMTDC runtime will invoke the MAILAB relay model which receives the

samples from the simulation and processes the data in the PT relay algorithm. The computation

results of the impedance and the dynamic protection zone is shown in a figure.

figure 5.6 is obtained when the relay operates in Mode 1 and a forward AG fault is applied to the

system at 800ms. This figure is a graph matrix where the upper six sub-figures describe the adap-
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tive protection zones of the six phase IE elements and the sub-figure in the third row shows az,

and the trip zone of the DE element.

The relay identifies a forward fault since falls within the trip zone of the DE element. The PS ele-

ment identifies phase A as the faulted phase, so the protection zone of the IE element of phase A

expands from the setting zone into the trip zone as shown in the sub-figure of phase A. The pro-

tection zones of all unfaulted phases are not modified.
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-50'-50 0 50
,LZt @ t=B1Oms

-5050 -50

500

Fault Time = 800ms

Trip Time = 81 5ms

The units on the figure are ohms
In this fault, only phase A can measure the
fault loop impedance, so only the zone of
phase A is expanded.

-500
-100 0 100

Figure 5.6. The ProtectionZone in Mode 1 at a Forward AG Fault.

Figure 5.7 is obtained when the PT relay operates in mode I and a forward BC fault is applied to

the system at 800ms. The relay identifies a forward BC fault and the protection zone of the IE ele-

ment ôf phase BC is expanded during the fault.
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Figure 5.7. The Protection ZoneinMode 1 at a Forward BC Fault.

Figure 5.8 is obtained when the PT relay operates in mode 1 and a forward BCG fault is applied to

the system at 800ms. The relay identifies a forward fault and the protection zones of the IE ele-

ments of phases B, C, and BC are expanded during the fault.
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Figure 5.8. The Protection Zone in Mode 1 at a Forward BCG Fault.

Figure 5.9 is obtained when the PT relay operates in mode 1 and a forward ABC fault is applied to

the system at 800ms. The relay identifies a forward fault and the protection zone of the IE ele-

ments of all phases are expanded during the fault.
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Figure 5.9. The Protection Zone in Mode 1 at a Forward ABC Fault.

5.4.2. The IE element in the reverse fault at mode L

Figure 5.10 is obtained when the PT relay operates in mode 1 and a reverse AG fault is applied to

the system at 800ms. Since the trajectory of mr locates outside the trip zone of the direction ele-

ment, the relay identifies a reverse fault, and horizontal modification of the protection zone does

not occur. Vertical modification of the protection zone takes place in the IE elements of all phases

in a reverse fault. The actual trip zones of the IE elements are flipped up in the reverse fault.
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Figure 5.10. The Protection Zone in Mode I at a Reverse AG Fault.

5.4.3. The IE element in the forward fault at mode 2

If the PT relay operates in mode 2,tbe horizontal modification of the protection zone of a phase is

enabled when this phase is selected as the faulted phase, the DE element identifies a forward fault,

and the LI element produces the valid pre-fault resistance. The vertical modification of the protec-

tion zone of the phase is disabled.

Figure 5.11 is obtained when the PT relay operates in mode 2 and a forward AG fault is applied to

the system at 800ms. Since the DE element identifies a forward fault and phase A is selected as

the faulted phase, horizontal expansion of the protection zone takes place in phase A.
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Figure 5.11. The Protection Zone in Mode 2 at a Forward AG Fault.

Figure 5.12 is obtained when the PT relay operates in mode 2 and a forward BC fault is applied to

the system at 800ms. The relay identifies a forward fault and the trip zone of the IE element of
phase BC is expanded.
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Figure 5.12. The Protection Zone it Mode 2 at a Forward BC Fault.

Figure 5.13 is obtained when the PT relay operates in mode 2 and a forward BCG fault is applied

to the system at 800ms. The relay identifies a forward fault and the PS element selects phase BC,

B, and C as the faulted phases. The protection zones of the IE elements of these phases are

expanded.
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Figure 5.13. The Protection Zone in Mode 2 at a Forward BCG Fault.

Figure 5.14 is obtained when the PT relay operates in mode 2 and a forward ABC fault is applied

to the system at 800ms. Since the relay identifies a forward fault and the PS element selects all

phases as the faulted phases, the protection zones of the IE elements of all phases are expanded.
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Figure 5.14. The Protection Zone in Mode 2 at a Forward ABC Fault.

5.4.4. The IE element in the reverse fault at mode 2

Figure 5.15 is obtained when the PT relay operates in mode 2 and a reverse AG fault is applied to

the system at 800ms. Since the trajectory of Lzr locates outside the trip zone of the DE element

and the relay identifles a reverse fault, modification of the protection zone does not occur.
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5.5. Summary

The work in this chapter is mainly concentrated on verifying the modules of the PT relay using

the PSCAD/EMTDC simulation. The verified models include the DI element, DE element, LI ele-

ment, PS element, and IE element. The simulation proves that these models work as designed.

The models of the DI element, DE element, and PS element, based on the incremental current or

voltage, quickly responds during the fault, and can thus be used to control the adaptive protection

zone.
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Chapter 6. The Performance of the PT Relay

This chapter will compare the performance of the PT relay with that of the Mho relay. Several

Mho relays are simulated. The Mho relay with the best performance is selected as the candidate.

The performance of the PT relay is compared with that of the selected Mho relay.

6.1. The selection of the Mho relav

The inputs of the Mho relay are two phasors: ,st = u*-rrz, and s2 : cru,,qr+ c2I/,r+ c3u*. The

operational criterion of a conventional Mho relay is nlz< z(sr/s2) <3n/2. The protection zone of
the Mho reIay, according to the discussion in chapter 2, is a circle which crosses z, and -2." in a

forward fault or crosses z, and 2," iÍta reverse fault on the impedance plane during a three-phase

fault(Section2.2). Figure 6.1 illustrates such a scenario. z, is the reach of the relay, and -2," or

zse ate associated with the coefficients in sz.

Figure 6.1. The Behaviour of the Mho Relay in the Three Phase Fault.

The behaviour of a Mho relay in an unbalanced fault is very complicated. We will employ

PSCAD/EMTDC as the analysis tool to investigate its behaviour during the fault.

The performance of the Mho relay is closely associated with the composition of the phasor sz in

the fault. This association necessitates the investigation of the effects of the coefficients in the

phasor sz . The investigation includes two parts. The first part concentrates on the effects of the

memory positive sequence voltage on the performance of the Mho relay, and the second part

focuses on the effects of the cross polarizing voltage on the performance of the Mho relay.

We use the power system in frgure 6.2. to analyse the behaviour of the Mho relay in the fault.
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Figure 6.2. PSCAD/EMTDC Simulation System.

In normal case, the MOV conducts in the close fault and bring the measured impedance close to

the line positive sequence impedance. The Mho relay can successfully handle this situation. How-

ever if the MOV fails in a fault, the Mho characteristic is seriously challenged. The simulation in

this section will investigate the Mho relay performance in such a situation.

6.1.1. The effect of the memory voltage on the Mho relay

The presence of the memory positive sequence voltage and cross polarizing voltage in sz can pre-

vent the Mho relay from losing its reference voltage during a close-up fault.

6.1.1.1. In a three phase fault

In this part of the simulation, a three-phase fault is applied to the system atF2 at 0.8045 seconds.

The MOV is kept out of the circuit during the fault. The power sources in the system are the ideal

voltage sources, E,n=2z0z0orv and 8,,=24z0oKv.The source at the left hand side of the system

absorbs real power because the vln transformer shifts the voltage ¡oo ahead.

The performance of the Mho relays is observed when the ratio c3/ct ís adjusted and the coeffi-

cient cz is zero.

The protection zone of the Mho relay shrinks in a forward fault when the reduction of ct makes

zse.move to the origin.

590MVA X¡0.lpu
(8.9ohmfor 230KV)

-jXct

_¿e-

Xr¡10Ç2 Vru,=50 kvþr MOV

230 t300 /22

E,r=22 kv

2,,=0.01+j0.11f)
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Figure 6.3. The Effect of the Memory Polarizing Voltage on the Mho in a Forward ABC Fault.

Figure 6.3 shows the PSCADÆMTDC simulation result for the performance of several Mho

relays when a three-phase fault occurs at point F2. In the simulation case, the capacitor is in the

system and the MOV is not active during the fault. The Mho relay samples the voltage at the bus

bar. The figure consists of two sub-figures. The numbers along with the marks that identifli the

curves are the ratios c3 / ct . The left sub-figure demonstrates the protection zone of the Mho relays

during faults and the impedance trajectory measured by the phase A element. The right sub-figure

shows the trip logic of those Mho relays. The rising edge of curve "Flt" is the moment when the

faults occur.

In these forward faults, the Mho relay is expected to trip. However, the relay gradually fails to trip

when the r:atio cztct increases. Reducing the weight of memory positive sequence volf-

age(sz = ctu,,þt+c2IJ,r+c3()q) in sz gradually reduces the protection zone of the Mho relay as

shown in flgure 6.3.
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Figure 6.4.The Effect of the Memory Polarizing Voltage on the Mho in a Reverse ABC Fault.

'When the relay samples the line side voltage of the capacitor, a fault on the busbar is a reverse

fault for the relay. Such a fault is used to investigate the performance of the Mho relay in a reverse

fault. Figure 6.4 shows the simulation results of the performance of several Mho relays when a

three-phase reverse fault happens in the system.

For a reverse fault, the relays are expected to remain stable, however they trip when the ratio

ú/ct increases. Decreasing the weight of the memory voltage in sz is the primary factor that

deteriorates the performance of the Mho relay in the reverse three-phase fault.

6.1.1.2. trn the phase A fault

In order to observe the effect of the memory positive sequence voltage on the performance of the

Mho relay, two AG cases are simulated in this section. Figure 6.5 presents the protection zone, the

impedance trajectory and the trip logic in a forward AG fault when the series capacitor is

switched into the circuit and the MOV is not active during the forward AG fault. The Mho relay

samples the voltage at the busbar. Figure 6.5 shows that the relay fails when the ratio cttct

increases.
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Figure 6.5. The Effect of the Memory Polarizing Voltage on the Mho in a Forward AG Fault.

When the relay samples the line side voltage of the capacitor, a fault on the busbar is a reverse

fault for the relay. Such a fault is used to investigate the performance of the Mho relay in a reverse

fault. Figure 6.6 demonstrates such a reverse fault case. The series compensation capacitor is

switched into the circuit and the MOV is not active during the fault. Figure 6.6 shows that the

relay tends to misoperate in the reverse fault as the ratio c3,/cl increases.
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Figure 6.6. The Effect of Memory Polarizing Voltage on the Mho in a Reverse AG Fault.
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6.1.2. The effect of the cross polarizing voltage on the Mho relay

6.1.2,1.In the three phase fault

In this part of the simulation, the effect of the cross polarizingvolÍage for the performance of the

Mho relay is investigated. The system condition is identical to the previous section.

The coefficient c¡ is set to zero in order to isolate the effect of the cross polarizing voltage. At the

same time, the value of the ratio cztct is adjusted and the trip signals of the Mho relay and the

measured impedance trajectory for phase A are recorded for the comparison.
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Figure 6.7.The Effect of the Cross Polarizing Voltage on the Mho in a Forward ABC Fault.

The information in figure 6.7 reflects the Mho relay behaviour for a forward ABC fault atF2 and

the series capacitor is switched into the circuit, MOV is not conducting, and the relay samples the

voltages at the busbar. The number behind the identity marks has the value of the ratio czlct . The

relay tends to fail in the fault when the ratio c2/cr iÍrcreases.
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in a Reverse ABC Fault.

When the relay samples the line side voltage of the capacitor, a fault on the busbar is a reverse

fault for the relay. Such a fault is used to investigate the performance of the Mho relay in a reverse

fault. The information in f,gure 6.8 reflects the Mho relay behaviour in a reverse ABC fault at

point Fl and the series capacitor is in the circuit, the MOV is not active, and the relay samples the

voltages at the line side of the capacitor. The number behind the identity marks is the value of the

ratio c2/cr(sz = ctu,,qr+c2(J"r+úuq). The relay tends to misoperate in the fault when the ratio

c2/c1 increases.

6.1.2.2.In the phase A fault

In this part of the simulation, the effect of cross polarizingvoltage on the performance of the Mho

relay is observed. An AG fault is applied to the system.

The coefficient cl is set to zero in order to isolate the effect of the cross polarizingvoltage. At the

same time, the value of the ratio cz/cz is adjusted, and the trip signals of the Mho relay and the

measured impedance trajectory of phase A are recorded for the purpose of comparison.
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e
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Figure 6.9. The Effect of the Cross Polarizing Voltage on the Mho in a Forward AG Fault.
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Figure 6.9 shows the PSCADÆMTDC simulation result for the perfonnance of the Mho relay

acquired by varying the ratio c3/c2.In this case, a forward AG fault occurs ahead of the capacitor

and the MOV is not active during the fault. The Mho relay samples the voltage at the busbar. In

order to research the effect of the cross polarizingvoltage on the Mho relay, coefficient c t is set to

zero.Whentheratio c3/c2(52=ct(Ju,q1aç2aci¡ç3Uq)increases,thetripzoneoftherelayshrinks

so that the response of the Mho relay to the fault slows down and the Mho relay finally fails to trip

atthe moment that the ratio ca/c2 reaches infinity(cz = 0). In such a case, the measured imped-

ance is about -j 1Oohm, when the ratio c3/c2 is infinity, and the trip circle passes through the origin

and its reach point. This trip circle excludes this impedance, -j 1Oohm, so the relay fails.

When the relay samples the line side voltage of the capacitor, a fault on the busbar is a reverse

fault for the relay. Such a fault is used to investigate the performance of the Mho relay in a reverse

fault. Figure 6. I 0 shows the performance of the Mho relay acquired by varying the ratio c3 / c2 . In

this case, a reverse AG fault occurs at the busbar with the series capacitor switched into the sys-

tem and the MOV not active during the fault. The Mho relay samples the voltage at the line side

of the capacitor. Such a fault is a reverse fault for the relay. As the ratio

ú/c2(s2 = clIJ,,rr+c2(I,r¡c3u6) increases to infinity, the relay tends to misoperate in the reverse

fault. In such a case, the measured impedance is about jl0ohm, when the ratio c3/cz is infin-

ity(cz = 0 ), the trip circle passes through the origin and its reach point. This trip circle includes
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the impedance, j lOohm, so the relay misoperates.
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Figure 6.10. The Effect of the Cross
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Polarizing Voltage on the Mho in a Reverse AG Fault.

30 40

The conclusion from the simulation is that:

(1) The cross polarizing voltage influences the Mho in the same way that memory polarizing volt-

age does in an unbalanced fault, and the same way as phase voltage does in a balanced fault.

(2) The memory polarizing Mho (c: = c2 = o ) has the maximum protection zone coverage in the

forward fault and better performance for the reverse fault than other Mho relays.

Therefore a memory polarizing Mho(sz = ctu,,þl) is selected as the counterpart of the PT relay.

Their performance is compared in the rest of this chapter.

6.2.The mode-l FT relay vs the Mho relay

In the previous section, the memory polarizing Mho relay was proven to have the best perform-

ance among the Mho relays during the fault. In an effort to evaluate the relay, the performance of

the PT relay is compared with the performance of the memory polarizedMho relay. The observed

cases include the full combination of system configurations and fault type.

The system in figure 6.2 is the simulation system. The PT relay operates in mode 1. The behav-

iour of the PT relay and the memory polarized Mho relay will be presented together to demon-
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strate their difÊerence during the faults. In order to exhibit the dynamics of the PT relay's trip

characteristics, the MATLAB relay model was used. The simulation will test the relay in all fault

types and system configurations.

6.2.1. The system with capacitor switched out

In this section, the series capacitor is not switched in the system during the simulation. The fault

point is set close to the location of the relays in either the forward fault or the reverse fault, and

the fault is applied to the system at 804ms. Several cases are included to investigate the perform-

ance of the PT relay and the Mho relay. Each case is represented by a figure which assembles the

behaviours of the six IE elements, and DI element, and the three phase voltages, the three phase

currents, and trip logic for both the PT and Mho relays in the fault.
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Figure 6.11. The Relays'Behaviour in a Forward AG Fault with Capacitor Switched out.
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Figure 6.15. The Relays' Behaviour In a Reverse ABC Fault with Capacitor Switched out.

In the simulation cases of this section, the PT relay demonstrates a slight advantage in reaction

time over the Mho relay during a forward fault. Since the PT relay has the same trip zone in

reverse fault, only one reverse fault case is presented even though the PT relay was tested for all
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reverse fault types. Both relays respond correctly in the reverse fault.

6.2.2. The system with capacitor switched in and MOV not active

In this section, the series capacitor is in the system circuit during the simulation and MOV is kept

not conducting in the fault. The relays sample the voltage at the busbar. The fault point is set

close-up to the line side of the series compensation capacitor in the forward faults. The faults are

applied to the system at 804ms. Several cases are included to investigate the perforrnance of the

PT and Mho relays.
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Figure 6.18. The Relays' Behaviour in a Forward BCG Fault with the Capacitor Switched in.
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6.2.3.In the system with capacitor switched in and MOV action in the fault

In this section, the MOV is switched into the svstem and conducts in the fault. The fault occurs at

the same point as in section 6.2.2.
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Figure 6.2I.The Relays' Behaviour in a Forward AG Fault with MOV Action.
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Figure 6.25.The Relays'Behaviour in a Reverse ABC Fault with MOV Action.
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6.3. The mode-2 FT relav vs the Mho relav

The PT relay runs in mode 2 inthe simulation cases of this section. When the PT relay operates in

mode 2, the control mechanism of the horizontal expansion of the protection zone is exactly the

same as in mode 1, the vertical modification of protection zone is disabled, and the PT relay does

not trip unless both the IE element and DE element trip.

6.3.1. The seffing of the DE

#,,6 | 6Ø
Fl -jxct F2

|<_=

Figure 6.26.The DE Element Trip Zone in the Non Inductive-Dominated System.

If the total impedance from an arbitrary point of the transmission line to either source of the sys-

tem is inductive, the system is called an inductive-dominated system. Alternatively, if the system

is not an inductive-dominated system, it is called a non inductive-dominated system. In the induc-

tive-dominated system, the setting of the DE element nevor appears to be a problem. The tz,

locates either in the third or fourth quadrant of the impedance plane in a forward fault or in the

first or second quadrant of the impedance plane in a reverse fault, so that tz, can be used to

expand the protection of the impedance element in a forward fault and modiff the protection in a

reverse fault. In this kind of system, the PT relay is able to operate in mode 1(See chapter 3).

Zy= Z¡ + (-Zp)

t02



In contrast) azr can settle down above the R axis of the impedance plane in both forward and

reverse faults in a non inductive-dominated system as can be seen in figure 6.26. However, a

proper trip zone for the DE element remains in existence in this situation. For example, the system

in figure. 6.26 becomes a non inductive-dominated system if the total impedance from the line

side of the capacitor to source r',, is capacitive. Supp ose Lzt for a forward fault is zo, and, nz, for

a reverse fault is z*. The total system impedance from sourc e E^ to source 8,, is z, = zo-Zo, ãfid

should be inductive. This fact implies that a zone that separates tz, inthe forward fault from az,

in the reverse fault does exist. as shown in fizure 6.26.

6.3.2, Cases in the non inductive-dominated svstem

Line side relay Bus side relay

Figure 6.27.Line Side Mho Relay & Bus Side Mho Relay.

The source impedance of Em is changed to 3.32+ j'l.28o. Thus, this system becomes a non induc-

tive-dominated system since the total impedance from the Em to F2 is 3.32-j2.i2a.

A three phase fault happens just on the line side of the capacitor. The memory polarizing Mho

relay fails in this case. In fact, the PT relay would have failed if it ran in Mode 1. The PT relay

works correctly in mode 2.

In this case in figure 6.28,the forward ABC fault is applied to the system atF2, and the relay sam-

ples voltage at the busbar. The zr = ;10o falls outside of the protection zone of the Mho relay, so

that the Mho relay fails in the fault(the right part of figure 6.27). By providing proper setting for

the IE element of the PT relay, the PT relay is able to guard the system against this fault. The ver-

tical setting of the bottom two points is set down to _.jtzo, so that the zo can be contained in the

protection zone. At the same time the DE element can identify this fault as a forward fault, so that

the PT relay will trip this fault.
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Figure 6.28. The Bus Side Mode-2 PT vs Mho Relay in a Forward ABC Fault.

In the case in figure 6.29,the forward ABC fault is applied at the line side of the capacitor, but the

relays sample voltage at the line side, so that the fault residual voltage is zero. The zr = 0o will

fall outside the trip zone of the Mho relay since the expected source impedance is capacitive(the
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left part of figure 6.27). The PT relay can identify the forward fault.
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6.3.3. Cases in the reverse fault

A reverse fault with the capacitor in the fault loop may constitute a challenge to a distance relay

since the measured impedance is in the first or second quadrant. Such a situation can happen when

the series compensated neighbouring line has a close-up fault on the line side of the capacitor.

This situation is similar to the situation of a fault occurring on the busbar when the relay samples

the voltage on the line side of the capacitor. Figure 6.31 is to test the PT relay in the reverse fault.

The MOV is not active, the voltage is sampled at the line side, the fault point is applied at the bus-

bar, and the reach of the relays is changed to ji o. Since this is a reverse fault, z o = ; I 0e enters the

trip zone of the Mho relay and causes its misoperation(figure 6.30), but the DE element of PT

relay is able to identi$ the reverse fault.

Z¡=j l0

Figure 6.30. The Mho Relay in the Reverse Fault in a non Inductive-Dominated System.
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6.4. Summary

1. The mode-l PT relay is better in performance than the Mho relay in most cases.

In section 6.2, the mode-l PT relay has a little advantage in response time over the Mho relay in

most cases.

2.The Mode-2 PT relay has the advantage over the Mho relay in special system configurations.

In the cases in section 6.3, the mode-2 PT relay worked correctly but the Mho relay failed to

respond to the fault. In these faults, the Mho relay either misoperates in the reverse fault or fails to

trþ in forward fault. However, when the PT relay runs in mode 2, the fault direction is used to

control the trip signal. Since the DE element can determine the correct fault direction in any sys-

tem configuration, the PT relay never misoperate in these faults.

3. In the series compensated system, the series capacitor may be switched in and out of the sys-

tem. Such a situation may cause the relay's setting to be inconsistent with the system operating

condition. In the inductive-dominated system, the PT relay operating in mode 1 can successfully

handle the fault. In the non inductive-dominated system, in cases where the relay is set with the

capacitor in the system and the capacitor is switched out of the system for some reason, the direc-

tion element of the PT relay still can identiff the fault direction. Therefore the mode-2 PT relay

can handle this case.
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Chapter 7" T'he FT'R.elay Model in the EHV Systerm Frotec-

tion

This chapter demonstrates a method to evaluate a relay's behaviour using an accurate software

model[3]. Traditionally, relay engineers test an actual relay by either relay test set or Transient

Network Analyser (TNA). This kind of equipment is usually very expensive, moreover it is diffi-

cult to understand a relay's behaviour since the internal trip logic signals of the actual relays are

not available.

PSCAD/EMTDC provides a useful oflline simulation to help with the evaluation of a relay if the

accurate software relay model exists. In the PSCAD simulation, even internal signals and varia-

bles of the relay can be monitored. This is a valuable property when the evaluation is focused on

relay modelling, and it is a very convenient way to detect the weaknesses of the relay at the

research stage. It also provides the relay engineer with a very useful approach to understand the

interaction between the relay and the power system.

Two cases will be shown in this chapter. In the first, the simulation system is a single transmission

line system. In the second, the simulation system is a double line system. In both systems, the pro-

tection scheme is planned to provide fast fault coverage on the full line. The PT relay is used as

the zone 1 of the transmission line protection scheme, and zone 2 is a simple quadrilateral dis-

tance relay with the pilot signals exchanged between the relays to accelerate zone 2.

The block average phase comparator polarized Mho relayllT] is used as the reference to evaluate

the PT relay model in the protection scheme.

7.L" The general relay configuration for UI{V transmission line protection

The relays are installed at the two ends of the transmission line. In EHV and UHV transmission

line protection, the relay is designed to provide a quick trip over the full length of the line without

losing selectivity. In the protective scheme of an EHV or UHV transmission line, the protective

relay scheme is configured with a suite of protective relays. Normally, when the distance relay is

involved in the protection of an EHV or UHV transmission line, the followirrg are the minimum
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configurations selected from the relay suite:

A zone I element for each phase to cover 85% of the line;

a zorre 2 element for each phase to cover the fulI line and part of the neighbouring line;

a communication channel to exchange the pilot signal of the relays at the two ends of the line. The

local pilot signal is sent to the remote relay when zone I or zone 2 elements are triggered. When

zone 2 is triggered and the remote pilot signal is received, the relay trips.

Local Trip

Local Pilot

Figure 7.1. The Logic of an UHV Line Relay.

7.2"The block average comparator relay

The success and industrial acceptance of the block average comparator make it an ideal reference

for the PT relay. A detailed block diagram of the two-input block averagecomparator is shown in

figure 7.2.Input waveforms S1 and 52 are derived from the power system's voltages and currents

measured by the relay, using replica impedances and mixing circuits. Accurate zero crossing

detectors, Schmitt triggers, convert the input sinusoidul waves into square waves. Polarity coinci-

dence of the square waves is detected with an 'Exclusive OR' gate, which gives a zero output

level when Pi and P2 are in the same polarity. The output of the 'Exclusive OR' gate is applied to

the integrator circuit. The output of the integrator increases when the 'Exclusive OR' output is

zero and decreases when the output is positive. Suppose the voltage input signal is between the

level 0 and l, then the relationship between the output and input signal can be described by the

equatíon 7.1:
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, = Jr.[tir-0.Ð .at 7.1

r is the period of the power system. acu has an upper and lower limit.

The integrator output is monitored by a level detector which trips if the integrator exceeds a preset

threshold. The block average comparator generates the trip signal by evaluating the long term

polarity coincidence, not by momentary measurement. This feature ensures its reliability and

securitv.

llners

SI1
Inp
Am

S'Ì
l.-

S2

Input
Amplifier

,- f \tn Inte-\ acu

-'lgratot// 
- I i

i-t" ) -)-t;l-
Detector

Trip Output

Figure 7.2.The Block Average Comparator Relay.

7.3. The single transmission line system

In the simulation system, zone I of the PT relay is adaptive, and zone 2 is the simple quadrilateral

relay. The relay side source is a generator. This section will observe the PT relay's behaviour as

part of the integrated protection scheme and in postfault power swings. During the simulation, the

relays use the primary side quantities, and the current transformer and voltage transformer of the

relay are omitted.

Figure 7.3.The Single Transmission Line System.
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An AG fault happens at 0.8s and is removed when the relay trips. The auto-recloser recloses the

breaker of thephase at 1.15s and thepower system enters a severepower swing. Figure 7.4 shows

the voltages and currents measured by the relay at the generator side. The fault is cleared at the

time when the current crosses zero. Before the breaker is opened during fault and after the breaker

is reclosed, there are travelling waves.

274.781

139.494

4.2078

-131 .079

-266.365

-401.652

Va

.- --- -- f- --- -- --..ili
iri

2.47574

1.92884

1 .38194

ù 0.835038

0.288137

-0.258763

-0.805664

Figxe7.4. Voltage & Current of System in Fault & Power Swing.

The impedance of phase A is shown in figure 7 .5 . The top part of the figure is the impedance tra-

jectory(R-X), and the lower part is the measured R and X of phase A vs time.

Mark 'O' marks the steady state impedance, mark 'T' marks the fault impedance and the relay

setting zone, mark 'X' marks the area where the Za whirls due to the power swing after the

breaker recloses.

This case demonstrates that the PT relay is able to function well in a fault and survive the power

swing since the measured impedance is far from the setting zone of the PT relay.
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1 .131 52

0.80158

0.471639

0.1 41 699

-0.188241

-0.518182

-0.848122

Figure 7.5. Impedance of Phase A in Fault & Power Swing.

7.4.The double transmÍssion line svstem

The prototype of the double line system is the McCalmont-Springdale 500KV system[48]. The

total length is 150km and the line is transposed three times. The two sources of the system are

modelled by an ideal source. In the prefault steady state, the source at Springdale leads the source

at McCalmont by 30 degrees

In this system, a rclay is installed at the end of each line. The protection relay is supposed to pro-

vide the fuIl line fault coverage, so the communication channels are in place for the relay. figure

7.6 shows the system configuration.

x1 03

é.

.E
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McCalmont Spring dale

Relay l2 Relay 22

Figure 7.6. The Double Transmission Line System.

In this simulation, an AG fault is applied to the system at 0.7 seconds. The voltages and currents

of line 1 at node 1 are displayed in fr,gare 7 .7 .

7,4.1, The block average Mho during a system fault

The first protective relay tested is the block average Mho. acu is limited to range between 0 and2.

The level detector's threshold is set to 1.05. The acu of zone I and of zone 2, and. the breaker trip

signal.s of phase A are displayed in figure 7.8. Single pole trþ logic is used in this system.

Relay I I Communication Channel Relay 2l
¡---
I r:-^ ¡Line2
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Relay l1

-acul 

.'-.-. acu2 - - -Breake¡

Relay 12

-acul 

""'.acu2 ---Breake¡

Relay 2l

-acul 
"""acu2 ---Breaker

I

Ptelay 22

-acul 
""" acu2 - - -Breaker

Í,I

0.6 0.65 0.7 0.7s 0.8 0.85 0.9

time

Figure 7.8. The Behaviour of Block Average Mho
in Double Line System Fault.

To simulate apractícal situation, the pilot signal is delayed 10 ms in the communication channel,

and the breaker trip signals are issued about 10ms to 15ms after the relay trip signal to simulaie

the operating circuit time delay. The breaker is tripped at the first zero crossing point of the cur-

rent throllgh the breaker.

Since the fault occurred on line 2, relay 12 and relay 22 tripped coffectly. However, figure 7.8

shows that relay 21 misoperated in the fault. The misoperation is caused by the interaction

between the four relays. A simulation can help us to analyse the reason of misoperation. The zone

2
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2 of relay 1l triggers in the fault. This behaviour is reasonable because the fault point is at the end

of the line from its point of view, so its pilot signal is sent to relay 21. After breaker 22 opens,

relay 2I experiences a current phase reversal which causes its zone 2 to trigger. The pilot signal

fromrelay 11 accelerates the zone2 of relay 2l and,results inthemisoperation. The zone2 of
relay 11 has come down when the pilot signal of relay 21 arrives, so that relay 11 does not misop-

erate.

It is impossible to examine this scenario with a real relay, since these intemal variables of the

rclay are not usually available.

7.4.2. The PT relay in the double line system fault

This section investigates the performance of the PT relay in the same fault. Figure 7.9 shows the

impedance trajectory of phase A measured by the PT relay during the fault. The figure also shows

the setting zone of zone 1 and setting zone of zone 2 of the relay. Actua\ly, zone I of the PT relay

changes dynamically and is different from its setting zone. However we still present the setting

zone since presentation of the dynamic zone would use much more room.
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o zone I

zone 2

o zone I

zone2

Bt2 o zone I

zone 2

o zone I
L zone2

-15 -10 -5

822

-15 -10 -5

Figure 7.9. Impedance Trajectory in Double Line Fault.

Figure 7.10 shows the circuit breaker trþ signal. The pilot signal time delay and operating circuit

time delay are in place to keep this case consistent with the case for the block average Mho.

In this case, zone I of relay 22 tnps, zoîe 2 of the relay 12 is accelerated by the pilot signal from

rcIay22. Theimpedanceentersthesettingzoneof zone 1of relay2l(notitstrip zone),butthe

relay senses a reverse fault since the voltage and current sensed by relay 2l ín this fault is the
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same as that sensed in a busbar fault and the relay trip zone will flip up in this fault. So relay 2I
does not trip. Relay 11 does not trip since the impedance does not enter its trip zone.

In this fault, the protection suite based on the PT relay functions well.

7.5. Conclusion

This chapter demonstrates an off-line relay model test method. This method has several advan-

tages over the traditional test approaches in which a TNA or a relay test set are involved using a

real relay.

This method is less expensive than the traditional method, and is more effective in frnding out the

design flows, since it allows the tester access to as much information from the relay as is possible.

This method is also very useful in the analysis and diagnosis of misoperations caused by the inter-

action among the power system components. It can only be used if an accurate software model of
the relay is available

In the double line fault, the PT relays are able to function well and the Mho relay misoperates.

The detail is explained in section 7.4. The misoperation of the Mho relay results from the very

specific combination of the communication channel delay, trip level, and operating circuit delay,

and a different result may be obtained if any of them is changed.

Figure 7.10. Breaker Open Signal in Double System Fault.
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chapten E. The Hard\ryare Applicatiom of the FT R.etay

To test the PT relay algorithm, two hardware applications have been completed in this thesis. This

chapter introduces these two hardware applications of the PT relay. The first application is an

implementation of the relay based on the TI TMS320C32 CPU. The second application is an

implementation based on the Pentium CPU.

8.1. The hardware of the TMS320C32 8¿ Fentiurn svstem

The TMS320C32 system was started at the time when Intel 386 was used as the CPU of the IBM
compatible PC. The relay hardware is a DSP board embedded in an Intel 386 PC host since the

Intel 386 CPU can not handle the complicated computation of the relay. The DSP board is dedi-

cated to relay algorithm while the 386 PC is selected to do some back ground tasks for the rclay,

such as communication with the external world, displaying the data or recording the fault event.

However, the Pentium CPU can handle the complicated floating point computation. Its embedded

floating point coprocessor gives it powerful floating point computation ability. Moreover, there

are also many off-the-shelf operating systems which support the application on the Pentium. The

investigation of the Pentium system is motivated by seeing whether a Pentium system alone can

be used as a relay.

8.1.1. The hardware of the TMS320C32 svstem

TMS320 is a product of Texas Instrument (TI) which has been the digital signal processor (DSP)

market leader since 1982, and continues to be the largest manufacturer of programmable DSPs.

The TMS320 family of 16132-bit single-chip digital signal processors combines the flexibility of a

high-speed controller with the numerical capability of an anay processor. The highly paralleled

architecture and efficient instruction set provide speed and flexibility to produce a MOS micro-

processor family that is capable of executing more than 12.5 MIPS (million instructions per sec-

ond). The TMS320 family optimizes speed by implementing functions in hardware that other

processors implement through microcode or software. This hardware-intensive approach provides
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the design engineer with processing power previously unavailable on a single chip.

The powerful floating point computational capability makes the DSP a suitable choice for build-

ing a power system digital protective relay. A host PC, a target TSM320C32 based board, and

analog to digital convertor comprise the PT relay hardware. The host PC provides an ISA slot to

receive the TMS320C32 board. The PC and TMS320C32 share a 4K dual port memory which can

be accessed by both the PC and TMS320C32. The PC and TMS320C32 exchange data via rhe

dual port memory. When the system boots, the PC puts the application code into the dual port

memory and the TMS320C32 loads and runs it. When the target board records a power system

fault, it puts the recorded data into the dual port memory and the PC saves the dat¿ into a record-

ing file.

TMS32032 Board

Figure 8.1. The Hardware Structure of the TMS32032 Board.

8.1.2. The hardware of the Pentium system

This application of relay algorithms is based on

DM6420 AID board.

the PCM-5862 Pentium motherboard and the

Analog channel

Dual Port Interface to a PC
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Analog channel

PCM-5862(Pentium T5)

Figure 8.2. The Hardware Structure of the pentium Svstem_

8.1.2.1 The PCM-5862 motherboard

The PCM-5862 is a 75Mhz Pentium processor-based single board computer manufactured for
industrial stand alone applications.

On-board features includes 512K8 2nd level cache, four serial ports(three RS-232, one RS-232/

4221285), one multi-mode parallel(ECP/EPP/SPP) port, two USB(Universal Serial Bus) ports, a

floppy drive controller and a keyboard/PS/2 mouse interface, and watchdog timer. The builrin
high speed PCI IDE devices can be connected, including large hard disk, and tape backup drives.

The PCM-5862 motherboard also provides the following features to fit a specific application.

Accepts Intel MMX Pentium, AMD K5, and Cyrix 6x86 processors up to 200MHz.

32-bit PCI-bus SVGA/LCD controller supporrs LCD & cRT display

l0Base-T Ethernet interface, Novell NE-2000 compatible

16-bit audio interface, Sound Blaster Pro compatible.

PCI slot, and PC-104 connector for flexible expansion capability.

8.t.2.2 The DM6420 ND board

The DM6420 analog IIO dataModule turns the PCM-5862 motherboard into a high-speed, high-

performance data acquisition and control system. Ultra-compact for embedded and portable

applications, the DM6420 module features:
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8 differential or 16 single-ended analog input channels,

r2-bit,2 microsecond analog-to-digital converter with 500 kHz throughput,

Programmable input ranges: -515, or -10/10 volts,

Programmable gains of 1,2,4 &,8,

1024x24 chamel-gain scan memory with skip bit,

Software, pacer clock and extemal trigger modes,

Scan, burst and multiburst using the channel-gain table,

16-bit programmable high speed sample counter,

A/D DMA transfer,

1024 sample A/D buffer for gap-free high speed sampling

Pre-, post- and about-trigger modes,

3-bit analog input dataltrigger marker,

8 bit programmable digital I/o lines with Advanced Digital Intemrpt modes,

1024 sample digital input buffer for gap-free high speed sampling

8 port programmable digital VO lines,

Six l6-bit timer/counters (two available to user) and on-board g MHz clock.

Two 12-bit digital-to-analog ouþut channels,

-5/5, or -10/10 volt analog ouþut range,

Programmable intemrpt source,

+5 volt operation.

The following paragraphs briefly describe the major functions of these modules.

Analo g- t o - D i git al C onv ers ion

The DM6420 is software configurable on a channel-by-channel basis for up to 16 single-ended or

8 differential analog inputs. Software programmable unipolar and bipolar input ranges and gains

allow easy interfacing to a wide range of sensors. A/D conversions are typically performe din2
microseconds, and the maximum throughput rate of the board is 500 kHz. Conversions are

controlled by software command, by an on-board pacer clock, by using triggers to start and stop

sampling, or by using the sample counter to acquire a specifred number of samples. Several trigger
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sources can be used to turn the pacer clock on and off, giving the user exceptional flexibility in data
acquisition. Scan, burst, and multiburst modes are supported by using the charurel-gain scan

memory. A first-in-first-out (FIFO) sample buffer helps PCM -5862 managethe high rhroughpur
rate of the A./D converter by acting as an elastic storage bin for the converted data. Even if the

computer does not read the data as fast as conversions are performed, conversions can continue

until the FIFO is tull.

The converted data can be transferred to PC memory in one of three ways. Direct memory access

(DMA) transfer supports conversion rates of up to 500,000 samples per second. Data also can be

transferred using the programmed I/O mode or the intemrpt mode. A special intemrpt mode using
a REP INS (Repeat Input String) instruction supports very high speed data transfers. By generating

an intemrpt when the FIFO's halÊfull flag is set, a REP INS instruction can be executed,

transferring datato PC memory and empfying the FIFO buffer at the maximum rate allowed by the

data bus.

The mode of transfer and DMA channel are chosen through software. The PC data bus is used to

read and./or transfer data to PC memory. In the DMA transfer mode, you can make continuous

transfers directly to PC memory without going through the processor.

8254 Timer/Counters

Two S254programmable interval timers provide six (three each) i6-bit 8 MHz timer/counters to

support wide range of board operations and user timing and counting functions. The Clock TC is

used for board operations. Two of the 16-bit timer/counters in the Clock TC are cascaded and used

intemally for the pacer clock. The third timer/counter is used as the burst clock. The User TC has

two 16-bit timer/counters for user functions and one 16-bit timer/counter for the sample counter.

8.1.2.3 The application system

The PCM-5862 motherboard provides an ISA-like PC-104 port to accept theDM6420 A/D board

as shown infig.7.2.

The FC-104 links the PCM-5862 motherboard and DM6420 ND board into the hardware

environment of the PT relay application. A/D acquisition data, digital input, and relay trip
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command are exchanged between the two boards via the pc-104 port. The pcM-5g62 can also
query and modifu tbeDM6420 operation via the pC_104.

The DM6420 board provides six analog-to-digital channels to sample the voltages and currents.
The two 8-bit ports on the DM6420 board are programmed to serye as either input or ouþut ports.
In the PT relay application, one is configured as the digital input to allow the relay to sample the
binary signal and the other is configured as the ouþut to allow the relay to send the trip or reclose
commands.

A watch dog timer on the PCM-5862 board is programmed to provide protection for the pT reiay
system' The watch dog reduces the chance of disruptions caused by EMp(electro-magnetic pulse)
interference' The watch dog is an invaluable protective device for a stand alone or unmanned
application' Normally, the relay resets the watch dog timer before the timer times out. When the
relay system crashes, the watch dog timer times out and the relay system is reset. A watch dos
provides a telay with the mechanism to recover from an abnormal condition.
The floating point co-processor in the Pentium cPU ensures that the pcM-5g62 finishes the relayls
computation load in real time.

The VRTX operating system is used to manage the hardware of the pentium system and software
operation' A floppy drive is installed in the system. When the system powers up, it allows the
VRTX bootable floppy disk to boot the Pentium system into the VRTX environment and run the
relay application. The floppy drive also allows the Pentium system to exchange data with the
external world.

A hard drive is installed to save the relay recording data.

The monitor and keyboard are used to give user access to the relay.

The system can also be configured to use the serial port as its input and output. In such a situation,
the Pentium system can be connected to a PC via serial port and a Hyperterminal application
running under windows can serve as the console of the pentium svstem.

8.2. The soffware of the TMS320C32 g. Fentium svstem

The intemrpt is widely used to progïam the microprocessor-based relay device. An intemrpt is an
event that causes the processor in the computer to temporarily halt its current process and execute
another routine. Upon completion of the new routine, control is returned to the original routine at
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the point where its execution was intemipted. Intemrpts are very handy for dealing with
asynchronous events' Keyboard activity is a good example; the computer cannot predict when a
user might press a key and it would be a waste ofprocessor time for it to do nothing while waiting
for a keystroke to occur. Thus, the intemrpt scheme is used and the processor proceeds with other
tasks' Then, when a keystroke does occur, the keyboard'intemrpts' the processor, and the processor
gets the keyboard data, places it in memory, and then returns to what it was doing before it was
intemrpted.

8.2.1. The software of the TMS320C32 system

The software of TMS3 20c32 includes fwo parts. The first part of the software runs in Dos mode
on the host PC to serve as the foreground of the relay. It is the responsibility of this software to ioad
the boot code of the target DSP board into the dual port memory, load the settings of the relay into
the dual port memory, dump the fault data from the dual port memory into a recording file, show
the run time data on the monitor of the PC, and receive and handle the user command. This
software is created with Borland C++.

The Intemrpt

Figure 8.3. The Relay software Flow chart of TMS320 system.

The other software runs on the target system, and this software is responsible for handling data

The Task

Sample the data
put sampling into buffer
ouJJer_etnpty=u

return
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acquisition andprocessing data. The relay algorithm is implemented in this software. The pr relay
algorithm is programmed with the c-language. The machine code can be created by running the
c31 compiler and linker. The flow diagram for the algorithm is shown in figure 5.1.

Loading of the relay code into the target DSP board is an interaction between the host pc and target
board' when the PC application launches on the host system, it first resets the target system, then
it puts the relay code of the targetsystem into the dual port memory. In the DSp target system, after
being reset, the DSP moves the relay code out of the dual port memory. Then the pc application
puts the settings into the dual port memory and the DSP loads the settings from the dual port
memory' At this moment, the whole system setup has been completed and the relay begins to
function.

The software structure of DSP board is simple. It only has one task and one intemrpt. when the
intemrpt happens, the target system samples the voltages and currents and puts the samples into a
buffer' After the intemrpt is f,rnished, the task takes the samples from the buffer and processes them
with the PT relay algorithms.

8.2,2. The software of the pentÍum svstem

8.2.2.1. The run-time architecture of the vRTXsa svstem

In the Pentium system, the software of the PT relay is programmed under a real-time executive
operating system(VRTXsa), which is a commercial product of Microtec, Mentor Graphics
cooperation' The VRTX oS provides the system service APl(application program interface)
supports for the relay software development. Figure 8.3 shows the run-time architecture of the
VRTSsa system.

A system based on vRTXsa x86/fpm is layered according to function, with each level making use
of the functions provided by the level below. The system hardware occupies the lowest level. The
next level contains the simplest, most hardware-dependent operating system functions; on top is
the application.

Each level defines a virh¡al machine for the level above it. At higher levels, the functions provided
by a software level are not distinguishable from those provided by the hardware. Each software
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level adds several instructions to the processor's instruction set. For the application program,
vRTXsa adds high-level instructions(system call) to the architecture of the microprocessor.

Figure 8.4. The Run-Time System Architecture.

vRTXsa supports real-time systems with a set of basic multitasking mechanisms. The basic
process object in VRTXsa is a task, a logically compiete path of application code. A task is a
collection of actions that deals with one issue asynchronously and in real-time. physically, the task
is a section of application code, for example a c procedure, that exists as a process only after it has
been created and only until it is deleted from the system. A task executes subject to scheduling
policies embodied in VRTXsa.

several tasks can operate autonomously from the same piece of code, or tasks can be located in
separate code modules' In a multitasking system, several tasks appears to execute simultaneously,
although vRTXsa actually allocates CPU control among tasks in an interleaved fashion.
Tasks are active or inactive' Active tasks have executing, suspended, and ready task states; inactive
tasks are dormant tasks. An application can have as many tasks as required. All active tasks have
priority levels, and' a configurable number of the active tasks can have unique identiflrcation
numbers' vRTXsa moves tasks from one task state to another based on the priority level and as the
result of system calls that cause rescheduling. Figure 8.5 shows four task states, the possible
transition between states, and the event which triggers the transition.

Other Microtec Components

Process/Device-Dependent Libraries
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Any call that can
cause a task switclì

sc-fsuspend

sc-delay

sc-adelay

scaend

sc-qpend

sc-fpend

sc-spend

Figure 9.5. Task St¿te Transition.

The circles in the figure 8'5 represent the possible states of a task. The arrow lines represent the
switch path of task state' Beside the lines are the function calls which can trigger the state switch.
The software of the PT relay for the Pentium system consists of the recording task, the command
task and an intemrpt handler. Two tasks run at the application level in the vRTXsa xg6/fpm in run-
time architecture' The intemrpt handler is installed at board support level in the run-time
architecture. The recording task runs in higher priority than the command task.

8,2.2.2 The recording task

The recording task is created by the relay application and never deleted. The recording task is a
code loop' The first line code in the loop calls the sc-qpendg which puts the task in the suspended
state after it is created.

Normally' the recording task is in suspended state and pending on an empty queue by calling the
sc_qpendQ. It becomes ready only when the queue is not empty.
In the PT relay algorithms, there are two reasons to post a message to the queue. The first, when
the user issues a recording data comm and, atthe console, the command task posts a message to the
recording queue' The second, when the PT algorithm detects an event which needs to be recorded,
for example' a fault, the intemrpt handler will post a message to the recording queue. The messase
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is posted to the queue by calling the sc-çostQ. This event triggers the recording task into the readystate.

The system scheduling procedure is invoked periodically by the system timer intemrpt. v/hen thesystem scheduler is executing, it selects the tasks in the ready state by the priority. The task withthe highest priority will take over the cPU when system scheduling procedure is finished. In thissystem' if the recording task is in the ready state, it wilr move into the executing state and runs afterthe scheduling procedure' The system scheduler removes the first message in the queue.If the recording task is in the executing state, it will save the recorde d datainto a file on the harddriver' After finishing saving, it calls the sc-qpendO and the system scheduring procedure isinvoked' If there remain messages in the queue, the recording task runs again. The recording taskrelease the CpU when the queue is empty.

8.2.2.3 The command task

The command task is created by the relay application and never deleted. The command task is a
code loop' The command task is in charge of accepting and executing the user command and runsin a lower priority' The command task is normally in the executing state. when the system
scheduling procedure happens and the recording task is in the ready state, it moves to the ready
state' when the system scheduling procedure happens and the recording task is in the suspended
state' it moves into the executing state from the ready state after the system scheduling procedure
is finished.

At present' the relay calibration, data recording, and some debug functions have been implemented
in the command task.

8.2.2.4 The interrupt handler

To allow different perþheral devices to generate intemrpts on the cpu, the pcM-5g62,s bus has
16 different intemrpt request (IRQ lines' A transition from row to high on one of these rines
generates an intemrpt request which is handled by one of the AT,s fwo intemrpt control chips. one
chip handles IRQO through IRQT and the other chip handles IReg rhrough IReI5. The controller
which handles IRQS-IRQ15 is chained to the first controller rhrough rhe IRe2 rine. when an IRe
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line is brought high' the intemrpt controllers check to see if intemrpts are to be acknowredged fromthat IRQ and' if another intemrpt is already in progress, they decide if the new request shourdsupersede the one in progress or if it has to wait until the one in progress is done. This priori tizingallows an intemrpt to be intemrpted if the second request has a higher priority. The priority levelis determined by the number of the IRQ. Because of the configuration of the two controllers, withone chained to the other through IRQ2, the priority scheme is a little unusuar. IRe' has the highestpriority, IRQ' is second-highesr, thenprioriry jumps to IRQg, IRQ', IRQ'', IRQ'1, IRQI2,IRQI3, IRQl4, and IRQI5, and rhen foilowing IRQl5, it jumps back to IRQ3, IRQ4, IRQS, IRQ6,and finally' the lowest priority, IRQT' This sequence makes sense if you consider that the controllerthat handles IReg_IReI5 is routed rhrough IRe2.
The chips responsible for handling intemrpt requests in the pcM-5g62 are the g25g programmable
Intemrpt controllers. The 8259 that handles IRQ0-IRQ7 is referred to as g25gA, and the g25g thathandles IReS-IRel5 is referred to as g2598.

The vRTX os reserves IRQO and IRQI for oS usage, therefore the IReg is assigned to sampringintemrpt' The 8254 timer of the DM6420is configured to generate the intemrpr atrate 3g400/sec(64 points/cycle) to invoke the sampling intemrpt handler. when the sampling intemrpt
happens' the voltages and currents are sampled, and the sampled data is processed by the pT relayalgorithm during this intemrpt.

rvhen a fault event is detected in the intemrpt handler or the user issues a record command at theconsole' the intemrpt handler begins to prepare the recordi ng data.After the recording data isprepared' the intemrpt handler posts a message to the queue on which the recording task is pending.

The Reco¡d Task The Command Task The Intemrpt

Figure 8'6' The Relay software Flow chart of pentium system.

Pending on messape
Iock record data -
recording
unlock rácording data

Waiting fo r us er co mmand
set command state
waitingfor interrupt
¡ntsh command

Sample the data
do PT relay algorithms
process user command

teturn
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8,2.2.5. The processing of user command

A user may issue a command atthe console. The command string is first received by the command
task and then processed provided the command is recognized by the command task. Almost all the
commands need to access data sampled or calculated by the intemrpt handler. In the relay
application, a s¡mchronizing mechanism is employed, in realizing the user command since the
synchronized access of data is the typical concern in the real-time application.
The synchronization problem can be demonstrated by this example in which a simple command is
used to show the sampling data. If the task directly displays the data in the sampling buffer, the
data will change during the displaying procedure because a sampling intemrpt happens. This
situation may happen in other conditions. To prevent the unwanted data discrepancy, the command
states are implemented in the software.

To provide a solution for the above example, a global variable is used to represent the command
state, and the command can be in one of the three states: idle, active, and done state.

Normally the command is in idle state. In the command task, when the user issues the command,
the state is change from an idle state into an active state in the task. The command task then enters

the loop to check the command state. The loop will be broken if the command state is not active.
In the sampling intemrpt routine, the command state is checked. If the command state is active,
then the CPU copies the samples into the buffer provided by the command and changes the state

variable to a done state' In the command task, the loop is broken since the command is in a done

state. The command task then displays the samples in its buffer and change the command state into
an idle state.

The above is the possible scenario for processing a simple command. Some commands may
involve more states. For example, to process the calibration command, the command task instructs

the intemrpt handler to provide the calculated RMS value of the voltages and currents. Then the
user inputs the expected RMS value of the voltages and currents and instructs the intemrpt handler
to calculate the calibration coefficients and put the results into the buffer provided by the
command, and the command task saves these coefficients. In such a situation, using more states is
the solution to process the command. The whole idea of the mechanism is peddling the command
state from one to the other by the command task and intemrpt handler, and each of them can do
something only in the designated states. This mechanism ensures the expected sequence of
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The command handler

processing the command. Figure 8.6 shows the flow chart for processing a command.

fnish comntand
set state = 0

Figure 8.7. The Command Processing of The Pentium System'

This model is widely used in processing the user command.

8.2.2.6. The configuration of the relay application

Configuring the relay application with the VRTXsa operating system is referred to as the system

configuration. The Xconfig utility provided by Micritec is an automatic configuration utility which

assists the developer in defining the system parameters. During this process the developer sets

system parameters which determine:

The characteristics of the target hardware,

specific operating system feature the application needs to use,

control of the make process.

The Xconfig utility reads these system parameters from a set of definition files and uses theSe

parameters to convert a set of template files into C language files, a make file, and command files

to the binder and builder utility, which are customized for a particular tatget environment and

system configuration.

In the intem¡pt handler
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Output files from the Xconfig are used by the make process to build an absolute system image. The

C language files are compiled, linked with the application code including the required system

libraries, and located to a specified absolute location.

The system parameters that are provided to the Xconfig are in the form of variables that specifo

information required by the various system modules in the application. The hardware

characteristics and operating system features are determined by these parameters. For example, the

CPU type on the target hardware, the presence of the floating co-processor, the memory size, and

the physical system input and output device can be determined by these parameters. The set of

input files required by Xconfig is as follows:

A set of default configuration files.

A set of template files.

Project configuration file that the developer provides to change default values or add new

confi guration variables.

The following figure shows an example of a standard Xconfig configuration process.

Figure 8. 8. Xconfi g Configuration Process(Default Image).

8.2.2.7. The cautions for the developer

1. Do not access the sampled or calculated data directly. When the data shared between the task

and intemrpt is accessed, always use the state transition mechanism.

2. VRTXsa provides a file system to support the developer to make use of the floppy drive and haid

drive. To use the frle system, the developer should always open file 0,1 and 2 first in every task.
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Every task has the stdin, stdout, and standerr which correspond to f,rle 0,I,2. After these three files

are opened, the task can create the file it needs. Any attempt to open a file before file 0, I,2 inthe

task can cause unexpected problems.

3. Do not do floating point computation in the task if you do it in the intemrpt. The floating co-

processor is not reentrant. If the floating point computation is under way in the task while the

intemrpt happens, the intemrpt preempts the task. When the intemrpt does the floating point

computation, the internal registers of the floating coprocessoî may not in be the initial state, hence

unexpected problems may happen.

4. Do not create large data structures in the stack in the intemrpt. If you do need the large data

structure, define it as the global variable. The intemrpt handler uses the stack of the task it

intemrpts. The intemrpt handler is never awaÍe of the size of the task stack, thus it may cause the

run-time stack to overflow.

5. Be careful with the system call and run-time library function provided by VRTXsa when calling

them in the intemrpt. Only call the function permitted by the VRTXsa in the intemrpt. Calling a

unpermitted function in the intemrpt may cause the system to crash or hang. For example, calling

the printf0, sdock0 may cause a problem in the system.

6. Keep in mind that when a user command is issued at the console or a task generates an output

to the console or accesses the hard drive or floppy drive, the VRTXsa may disable the system

intemrpt to synchronize the system procedures involved in these commands. These commands

may cause the relay to lose points of samples.

8.3. Cases of the PT relay

The relay algorithm structure of the two applications are shown in frgure 4.1.

'We 
used a case recorded in the PSCAD simulation to test the PT relay. The case is the three phase

forward fault in fig5.14. In the PSCAD simulation, the runtime data of voltages and currents are

saved into a file. The playback software developed by the Manitoba HVDC Research Center is

used to reproduce the voltages and currents based on the simuiation recorded data. The playback

software runs on a PC. It interprets the simulation data file and instructs aDlA' hardware to con-

vert the data into analog signals which represent the currents and voltages. The relay samples the

voltages and currents produced by the playback system and then its algorithms are tested
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Figure 8.9. The Realtime Application Environment.

The adaptive feature of the PT relay in mode I was closely investigated. The investigation of the

adaptive feature is shown in figure 8.10. The case was recorded by the TMS320 application.The

variation of the protection zone of the PT relay vs time is displayed in figure 8.10 to figure 8.13.
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Figure 8.10. The Adaptive Feature of PT Relay'

Figure 8.10 shows the protection zone of the PT relay before the fault. The PT relay's trip zone

has not expanded.
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Figure 8.1 1. The Adaptive Feature of PT Relay.

Figure 8.11 shows the protection zone of the PT relay which has fully expanded. It takes about

4ms for the trip zone to expand. At this moment, the measured impedance trajectories remain out-

side of the scope of the graph.
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Figure 8.12 illustrates the moment when the impedance trajectories just come into the dynamic

protection zone of the PT relay.
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Figure 8.12. The Adaptive Feature of PT Relay.
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Figure 8.13 illustrates the moment the impedance has just entered the setting zone of the PT relay,
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Figure 8.13.The Adaptive Feature of PT Relay.

which is also the protection zone of a conventional quadrilateral relay. In the right part of the

graph, the phase-ground logic graph shows that the time interval between the time the impedance

entered the dynamic protectiorl zone of the PT relay and the time the impedance entered the set-

ting zone(which is about 9ms). This is a significant advantage over the conventional quadrilateral

relay.

8.4. Cases from the 500KV dorsey-forbes systern

6
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The left hand part of the figure are three phase impedance

trajectories and relay trip logic signals and direction ele-

ment trip signal. The right hand part of the figure is the

measured directional impedance and direction element hip
zone(see chapter 3).
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Figure 8.14. The Reverse Field Fault Case on Dorsey-Forbes 500KV System.
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Figure 8.14 shows a cases of the PT relay in a revers fault of the 500KV system. The playback

uses the recorded voltages and currents in the case of figure LI to test the PT relay. The trip zone

is flipped up.
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The left hand part ofthe figure is the field relay's phase-

ground impedance trajectories, trip logic signals, and

directional impedance. The right hand part of the figure is

the proposed relay's phase-ground impedance trajectories,

trip logic signals, and directional impedance. The faulted

phase is phase B. So the phase A and phase C have a
smaller trip zone(in fact, their trip zones are the setting

zone). They do not trip in the fault, and only the phase B

trios in the fault.
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Figure 8.15. The Forward Field Fault Case on Dorsey-Forbes 500KV System.

The case in figure 8.15 is produced by using the voltages and currents of the case in figure 1.9 to

test the PT relay. The trip zone of the directional element stretch into the forth quadrant compar-

ing to that in figure 1.9.

8.5. Comparison of the TMS320C32 &, Pentiurn system

The comparison of the two relay platforms focuses on the following aspects: software

progamming, hardware capability, cost, and operating system selection.

Most of the application code is written with the C language in both systems and a minor part of the

code is written with the hardware dependent assembly language. To make sure that they can be

compiled for a different platform, the developer must follow a few simple rules in declaring and

using variables. Variable declaration is important, because different implementations of the C

language use different lengths for integer variables. For example, implementations of C for some

processors uses 32 bits while for other processors uses 16 bits.

Both the TMS320 and the Pentium have powerful floating computationai capability which allows

0 50 100
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them to finish the relay's complicated computations in real time. From the hardware point of view,

they are both capable of satisffing the real time demands of the power system protective relay.

In the TMS320 system, the hardware involves a PC and a TMS320 DSP board. The cost of such

an application can be reduced by eliminating the PC and realizing the relay in stand alone

hardware.

The operating system(Os) is an important consideration when a relay is designed. Many

commercial real time OS products are available for either the TMS320 or the Pentium system.

However, it is hard to find an OS which is very suitable for the relay. Many real time applications

only need to handle the extemal event in a reasonable time. An OS like VRTX can satisSr this kind

application, such as a network router. But the power system relay requires a rigid sampling rate,

which means the sampling intemrpt must have the highest intemrpt priority and can not be disabled

at any time. Many OS can not satisff the demands of the relay application. Normally in an OS, the

system timer has the highest intemrpt priority. Moreover, in the intemrpt handler coming with the

OS, the CPU may disable the intemrpt while the CPU processes an intemrpt, and this means an

intemrpt with a priority lower than the sampling intemrpt could also disable the sampling intemrpt.

The Pentium has a very complicated memory access mechanism. When a Pentium CPU runs in the

protected mode, global descriptor, local descriptor, two level page table, and intemrpt descriptor

are used to access the code and data. The management of these descriptors is very complicated.

When an OS like VRTX is used, this detail is covered by the OS. The TMS320 uses a simple

memory access mechanism which makes a start from scratch easy.

In the Pentium system, it is found that when a user issues a command at the console or the VRTX

accesses the hard disk, the VRTX may disable the system intemrpt briefly in order to synchroniZe

some system procedures. This fact constitutes a challenge to the idea that a Pentium alone

undertakes a relay task since the VRTX operating system can not ensure the Pentium system

maintains the sampling rate constant. There are two solutions for this problem: the fltrst, dedicating

the pentium board for the relay algorithm and using another CPU do the back ground chores for

the Pentium CPU. The second, creating a simple and customized opetaling system for the relay

which may allow the Pentium system to be a stand alone relay.
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Chapter 9. Coxtcåusions And F uture Worå<

9.tr. Conclusions

In this thesis, the adaptive PT relay model is presented. The components of the PT relay are inves-

tigated in detail in the PSCAD/EMTDC simulation. To test the PT relay, the PSCAD/EMTDC

simulation model and the MATLAB model embedded in the PSCADÆMTDC simulation are cre-

ated. The PT relay is also realized in two hardware platforms, one is the TMS320 DSP board,

another is the Pentium based board. To investigate the PT relay's performance, the PT relay and

the Mho relay,and the simple quadrilateral relay are tested together in the PSCAD/EMTDC sim-

ulation.

This work leads to the following conclusion.

1. The direction element of the PT relay distinctly classifies the fault direction.

The positive sequence incremental impedance is always available in the system fault. Theoreti-

cally, the impedance is the negative of the positive sequence impedance from the relay to the local

source in the forward fault and is the positive sequence impedance from the relay to the remote

source in the reverse fault. The difference of the positive sequence incremental impedance in the

reverse fault and in the forward fault is the total positive sequence impedance between the system

sorlrces. This is the foundation to employ the positive sequence incremental impedance to classifz

the fault direction. Other incremental sequence or phase impedance is either not always available

or not converged in different fault types. Chapter 4 gave a detailed analysis of the direction ele-

ment.

2. The phase selection algorithms of the PT relay quickly and correctly identifz the fault type.

The simulation in Chapter 5 illustrates, in the worst case, that the PS element can identiff the fault

type correctly in 10ms. In a normal fault, a quadrilateral relay can not trip in 10ms, so that the PT

relay ôan be improved from the response of the phase selection.

3. The PT relay performs well.

Chapter 3 gives the theory of the PT relay, chapter 4 andchapter 5 have very detaiied simulation

tests of the components of the PT relay model, and Chapter 6 tests the whole PT relay. The PT

relay works as expected in these test.
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4. The PT relay performs better than the Mho relay to protect a transmission line.

Chapter 6 demonstrates a series of cases. In most of these inductive-dominated cases, The PT

relay in mode 1 is proved to perform better than or as well as the polarized Mho. The PT relay

provides the trip signal faster than a Mho in most cases. In the non-inductive-dominated cases, the

Mho relay may fail in the fault, but the PT relay in mode 2 always demonstrates correct action.

5. The PT relay performs better than the simple quadrilateral relay to protect a transmission line.

In most cases of chapter 6, the impedance trajectory traverses into the dynamic trip zone first and

into the setting zone later. This means that the PT relay provides quicker fault clearance than the

simple quadrilateral relay.

6. The TMS320 & Pentium processor are suitable to run the PT relay algorithm.

Chapter 7 presents demos based on the TMS320 and Pentium processors. Both the TMS320 and

Pentium processor can handle the complicated PT relay computation. However, the Pentium

board alone can not be used as a stand alone relay unless the specific operating system is devel-

oped.

9.2. Future \ilork

Some work is still required to be done about this project in future:

1. Implement a graphic tool to conîgure the algorithm in a field relay.

At present, the relay algorithm running on the Pentium or DSP board is manually coded. A

graphic tool, similar to PSCAD, can allow the versatile sophisticated algorithm to build up gradu-

ally and can offer the relay engineer more flexibility to configure the field relay.

2. Build a stand alone relay hardware.

Such a hardware will have two CPUs on one board. One is dedicated to the relay algorithm, and

the other is designated to do background tasks, such as communication with the external world.

Such an implementation of the relay will be smaller and less expensive thana DSP board embed-

ded in an industrial grade PC. A serial port may serve as the communication window.
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Appendíx,4

1. The Z"1andZ""in the forward ABC fault:

Eu, u ,/

\)/ |

Figure 4.1

tz-rot7,
r

Figure 4.1. The forward fault

shows a forward fault. Figure 2 shows the prefault system voltage.

Figure A.2. The prefault system condition

Before the system fault, the ur = u^il = (J,þ, so the equation 4.1 is true.

Z*=Z"t=t"r=\

During the fault, the U^r, keeps its prefault value which is constant. The u.*,

terms of the left hand system source as shown in figure 4.2.

U^f, = r'E,o

As show in the flgure 4.1, the equation 4.3 is true.

E^ = Uö+ IrZ, = Iþ(Zk+ Zs)

Arl

can be expressed in

A.2
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If we substitute the equation 4.2 into equation 4.1, equation 4.4 is obtained.

U*þt = t. Eu, = r. Iö(Zk+ Zs)

The Z"1can be calculated by equation 4.5.

Zur=U^^r/I¡=r 1Zo+Zr)

In the three phase fault, the cross polarized voltage equals the phase voltage.

U"¡ = Ua

The 2"" can be calculated by equation 4.7.

2""=U"^/I^=Zo

2. The Z"1a.nd.Z""in the reverse ABC fault:

,zotZ',

Figure 4.3. The Reverse Fault

In the reverse fault, equation 4.8 is true.

U^fr= r'8,,

8,, = Ur- IfZ, = iþ(Zk-Z s)

TheZ"l can be calculated by equation 4.9.

2", = U*fr/Iþ = , ' (Zk-Zs)

The 2"" can still be calculated by equation 4.7.

^.7

4.4

4.5

A.6

A.9

4.8
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Appemdix ts

In the system in figure 2.3, suppose there is a fault atF2, and the positive sequence impedance

from source E^ toF2 is z^r, from source 8,, toF2 is 2,,r. The negative sequence impedance of

the system equals thepositive sequence impedance. z^o and z,,o are the zero sequence imped-

ances of the system on either side of the fault point F2.

L. The incrernentatr current of the .4G fault

I¡o1 =I¡oz:I.ft

Figure 8.1. The Sequence Networks in the AG Fault

In an AG fault, the voltage and current at the fault point are subject to the constraints:

u¡o= 0,Ito= 0 and r¡, = o . When the abc-120 transformation is applied to them, the boundary con-

dition of the 120 sequence network is: r¡or = I¡oz= t^ and urot*uÍoz*ufi= o. These boundary

constraints indicate that the three sequence networks are connected in series, as in frgure 8.1.

The current in the sequence network is actually composed of two parts: the prefault load flow

component and the fault injection component. The prefault current in the negative and zero

sequence networks is zero. The prefault current in the positive sequence networks is the load cur-

rent. Provided we bypass the electrical sources in the circuit and replace the fault current injected

into the positive sequence network at the fault point with a current source of the same amplitude

f rrol ,, 1 I uol

1,,^ u^i Iuoo
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^1a2 - t 
¡az

LJos = Ifo

LI^ot Lluot

Figure 8.2. The Incremental Currents in the Sequence Networks in the AG Fault

and phase angle, the currents flowing in the sequence network are the incremental sequence cur-

rents, as sho\iln in figure 8.2.

Since the impedance parameter in the positive and the negative sequence networks is the same,

the current distribution is also the same in the positive and negative sequence network. In the AG

fault, we can conclude that LI,,ot = Io,o,

2. The incremental current of the BC fault

The voltage and current at the fault point are subject to the constraints I¡o=0,1Ír*IÍ"=0 and

(J* = .u¡c. After the abc- 120 transformation is applied, the new constraint: Ifl = 0, I¡or * I¡oz = o and

(J¡ar = u¡q2 ãre found. The new constraint indicates that the positive and negative sequence net-

works are connected in parallel at the fault location and the zero sequence network is not involved

in the connection. Since there is no generator in the zero sequence network, there is no zero

sequence current in the fault. When the incremental currents in the sequence networks are consid-

ered âlone, the voltage sources are bypassed in the positive sequence network and the fault injec-

tion current is replaced by a current source, as in figure 8.3.
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Z^,LI"ol 
LI"or 

2,r,

Figure 8.3. The Incremental Currents in the Sequence Networks in the BC Fault

From the sequence network topology, we know that in a BC fault, the incremental positive

sequence current and negative sequence current are subject to the constraint LI,,ot = -I,,oz.

3. The incremental current of the BCG fault

For a BCG fault, the voltage and current at the fault point are subject to the constraint

r¡o=ç,ur=(t¡,=0. After the abc-120 transformation to the constraint is applied, the result is

I¡or*I¡oz*Ifo= o and (J¡or= u¡oz= u^. The sequence network topology which satisfies the con-

straints is a parallel connection of all three sequence networks. When the incremental currents in

the sequence networks are considered alone, the voltage sources are bypassed in the sequence net-

work ând the injection branch is replaced by an equivalent current source.

Figure 8.4. The Incremental Currents in the Sequence Networks in the BCG Fault

From figure B.4, we know that the negative sequence current is some proportion of the incremen-

I rroo I uooI,noz I nozLI*ot LIrot
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tal positive sequence current r 
^o2 

= )rLI ntar,-l< À < 0 in the BCG. À will depend on the proportion

of the injection current which flows into the negative sequence network.

4. The incremental current of the ABC fault

For ABC fault, the voltage and current at the fault point are subject to the constraint

u¡o = u¡6 = ur, = o. After the abc-l20 transformation is applied, the result ts (t¡or = u.for = uÍo = 0.

This result shows that the three sequence nefworks are isolated from each other. The negative and

zero sequence cuffent in the network is zero since there is no generator in the negative and zero

sequence networks.

Figure 8.5. The Incremental Currents in the Sequence Networks in the ABC Fault

When the incremental currents in the sequence networks are considered alone, the voltage sources

are blpassed and the fault injection current is replaced by an equivalent injection current source.

So, the conclusion is that l,,oz = o.

LI 
^ot 

LI uot
Z,nI Znl
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Appendåx C"

This section introduces the maior subroutines and files developed or revised for this thesis.

tr. Fortran subroutine for PSCAIIiEMTIIC sirnulation:

PhSlct(...) is developed to identiSi the fault phase.

BndRly(...) is developed to implement the IE element of the PT relay.

Ldlmp(...) is developed to produce the prefault load impedance.

DIR642(...) is used to calculate the positive sequence increment impedance and revised.

UopSyn(...) is developed to produce the 52 signal for the Mho relay.

UlPlrzd(...) is developed to produce the Sl signal for the Mho relay

CirMho(...) is developed to implement the phase-comparator for the Mho relay.

2" M.{[LAE files for the PSCADiEMTDC simluation:

BPdecim.m is developed to implement the bandpass filter.

Loadlmp.m is developed to produce the load impedance.

PTImp.m is developed to implement the IE element of the PT relay.

PhSlct.m is developed to implement the PS element of the PT relay.

ZPosDIr.m is developed to implement the DI element of the PT relay.

Sampler.m is developed to sample the simulation waveforms.

MatFig.m is developed to show the d¡mamic feature.

3. Software revised for the DSP board:

CB8D.c is revised to incorporate the PT algorithm in the field relay.
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4. Sofrtware developed for the Fentium board:

Many files for the DSP board are revised for the Pentium board.

5. Software developed to analyse the FT dynamic feature off-line.

Viewer.m and some auxiliary programs are developed to analyse the relay recording.
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